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ABSTRACT
Over the years, few companies have given thought to efficient management of their main
physical drivers for investment, namely: product variety, complexity, and reusability. This has
resulted in unnecessary proliferation of design, development time and cost, and manufacturing
costs. In light of an extremely competitive global market, many companies have started
initiatives to design their products for internal reuse and yet be flexible enough to meet different
external customer requirements. This strategy helps cut costs, increase design and manufacturing
efficiency and quality, while offering mass customization and increasing customer satisfaction.
These business initiatives span the entire range of a product including the product platform,
architecture, systems, and components. While there has been much research on product
platforms, systems and component variety, there is little research on the design and planning of
product architectures, which is the focus of this thesis.
Through work at Ford Motor Company and a case study of instrument panel architecture, this
thesis explores new definitions, classifications, metrics, and limiting factors for variety,
complexity, and reuse in the context of product architecture. A design hierarchy and
methodology is presented as well as the necessary knowledge management and decision support
tools necessary to manage complex design tradeoffs. Finally, a corporate policy analysis is
included which addresses organizational needs to properly and efficiently implement reusability
in product development.
Thesis Supervisor: Daniel E. Whitney
Title: Senior Research Scientist, CTPID; Lecturer, Department of Mechanical Engineering
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INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction
In a wide variety of industries, the emergence of global competition, increasingly sophisticated
and demanding customers, and technological innovations are driving major changes in market
structures, competitive strategy, and performance. In order to meet these new challenges, many
companies are looking towards improving their product development strategies to speed time,
reduce costs, and maintain superior quality and performance. By incorporating flexibility, reuse,
and reducing complexity in their designs, companies can achieve greater economies of scale and
mass customization.
Moving from mass production to mass customization ideals has proved to be a daunting task for
many companies. Major initiatives are underway to have robust product families, where there is
one common platform, common and modular architectures, with an optimal variety of systems
and components. There has been much design and management research in the areas of product
platforms and product variety, with little work in the very complicated and abstruse area of
product architectures. This thesis explores and expands upon previous research in the area of
product architectures, specifically:
e A greater understanding the physical drivers for investment: variety, complexity, reusability,
"genericness," and modularity, as they relate to making architecture design decisions. This
includes improved definitions, metrics, and benefits and limiting factors for each driver.
* A design hierarchy which indicates which drivers may take precedence, or need to be
considered first during design or re-design. A methodology for architecture selection,
development and reuse is proposed as well as associated knowledge management and
decision support tools.
" Finally, an internal management policy on reusability and design in the product development
process and its implications are presented.
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Examples and case studies will be primarily drawn from Ford Motor Company and the
automotive industry. The specific case study was instrument panel architecture, composed of a
main supporting beam and bracketry. This thesis and research does not reflect the views of Ford
Motor Company.
1.2 Organization of This Thesis
Chapter one gives an introduction and summary of the purpose of this thesis and its overall
organization.
Chapter two gives a comprehensive background to product architectures. This includes
expanding on traditional definitions and classifications, its relation to product families, and the
current problems and issues. It also summarizes the case study at Ford Motor Company.
Chapter three and four, addresses each of the three main physical drivers of investment for
product architecture: (1) variety and complexity (2) reusability: "genericness" and modularity.
"Genericness" is a new concept and terminology first seen at Ford and is explored in chapter
four. These chapters not only provide insight into new metrics but also their limiting factors. For
example, modularity is usually considered a prized aspect of architecture design. But, what are
the limitations? How modular is "enough" for a product? What prevents a product from attaining
100% modularity?
Chapter five presents a methodology and model for making architecture decisions. This includes,
in what order or steps the three physical drivers should be addressed.
Chapter six addresses the internal management and corporate policies that need to be put in place
for effective decision-making, design, and development. This includes the need for change and
the implementation plans.
Finally, chapter seven summaries the findings and conclusions of this research and necessary
areas of future work.
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Chapter 2. Product Architecture
2.1 Introduction
This chapter seeks to clarify the definition and classifications for product architecture and its role
in a product family. The key physical drivers for investment will be introduced. This chapter also
provides a background to the initiatives at Ford and the instrument panel case study that will be
referenced throughout this research.
2.2 Definition of Product Architecture
A product, according to Ulrich & Eppinger', can be described in both functional and physical
terms. The functional elements are the individual operations and transformations that contribute
to overall product performance. Functional elements are usually described in schematic
representations such as function-structure graphs (Ulrich and Tung, 1991), after which specific
components, technologies, and principles are evaluated and selected (see Figure 2-1 below).
User Selections Accept User
Tape Selection
Tape Player
ape
ide Sound
Radio Signal
Figure 2-1: Function-Structure Graph: A formal expression of product functions. Flows
indicate energy (thin arrow), material (thick arrow), and information (dashed arrow).
Ulrich & Eppinger, Product Design and Development, McGraw-Hill, NY
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The physical elements or chunks are made up of components or subassemblies to implement
functions of the product. "The architecture of a product is the scheme by which the functional
elements of the product are arranged into physical chunks and by which the chunks interact"
(Ulrich & Eppinger, 1995).
This traditional definition of architecture is very academic. The term "architecture," as used at
Ford, is the customer invisible "construction", or set of interfaces, joints, and components that
hold components, systems, or subsystems together. This definition is more clearly illustrated for
the automobile in the next section on architecture classifications, and is the sense in which
"architecture" will be used in this thesis.
2.2.1 Classifications of Product Architecture
There has been research on the classifying the different types of product architecture
configurations possible in a product. Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995, divided architecture into two
main categories: integral and modular, depending on how the functions of the product map with
the product sub-systems. An integral architecture exhibits a complex mapping of between
functions and components, while a modular architecture exhibits a one-to-one mapping between
functions and components. The primary advantage of modularity is that sub-systems or modules
can be replaced, serviced or removed without affecting the rest of the design. The ideal of
modularity can be found in computer products where consumers can easily remove, upgrade, and
service the computer through cards with attach to standard interfaces, or ports. This results in
cost and time savings while providing product variety and flexibility.
Yu and Gonzalez-Zugasti, 1998, proposed a further division of integral architecture into fixed
features and adjustable features. For example a fixed integral architecture would be a
videocassette where the features and interfaces are fixed. An adjustable architecture example is a
car seat where the seat characteristics, height, angle etc.. can be adjusted.
16
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Based on observations at Ford, I propose a classification of architecture based on the
architecture level of the product into three main levels: super architecture, system architecture,
and component architecture (see Figure 2-2 below).
Figure 2-2: A Classification Tree of product architecture
A 'super' architecture refers to an overall product or vehicle architecture which acts as an
interface to all major systems of the product. In the case of the automobile, the body-in-white
vehicle frame is the 'super' architecture where the major vehicle hard-points and interfaces are
established.
A system architecture interfaces with other systems, sub-systems, or the super architecture. The
instrument panel structure and door architecture are examples of system architectures. The
instrument panel structure interfaces with over 6 major systems.
17
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Component architecture are the interfaces between individual components, such as the interface
design between head lamps and the vehicle socket. These interfaces are the most common
including simple interfaces and attachments such as bolts, welds, and screws.
2.3 Role of Product Architecture within a Product Family
One way to optimize enterprise flow is through the development and management of efficient
and effective product families and platforms during the product development process. Significant
reductions in the cost and cycle times throughout the value chain can be achieved when
companies redirect their thinking and resources from single products to families of products built
upon robust platforms. These cost and time to market efficiencies are achieved while gaining
technological leverage, market power, and allowing for continuous improvement.
A product family contains multiple products that share a common platform, system structure and
configuration (Fujita & al., 1998 DETC). Product families are planned so that many derivative
products can be efficiently created from the foundation of common core technologies, or a
platform. A product platform specifically refers to "a set of subsystems, interfaces that form a
common structure from which a stream of derivative products can be efficiently developed and
produced" (Meyer and Lehnerd, 1997). Decisions made on product architectures during the
design and development of a product platform are critical to launch successful derivative
products. Architecture generally develops during concept development of a product development
life cycle, and has to be formalized before detail design and after platform selection (see Figure
2-3 below):
Specific Technologies
& Components Selected
Platform Architecture
Selection Design Functional Elements Physical Elements Defined
Emerges Defined (Schematic)
Start Jf Concept Product Development Cycle Sta of
Development Detail Design
Figure 2-3: Timeline of Architecture Decisions
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2.4 Trends in Product Architecture
Companies are now looking to their product development efforts to deal with variations both
external and internal to the company. In an era of globalization, different market needs, varying
manufacturing capabilities, and regulations, many companies are looking towards developing
common platforms and designing flexibility into every aspect of the business from
manufacturing, such as lean production, to the product itself, such as modularity which directly
depends on product architecture decisions.
Internally, product changes, reuse, controlling product variety, standardization, performance and
manufacturability all have cost implications. This has spawned a wealth of corporate slogans
including commonality, modularity, reusability, variety reduction, etc.. A well designed and
robust architecture can provide the flexibility to yield varying successful products for a product
family.
2.5 The Physical Drivers for Investment
Traditionally, the physicals driving investment were only understood after the resulting costs
were generated and deemed unacceptable. Teams would then operate in "crisis mode" to
understand the physicals driving the investment and change their designs accordingly. This
process resulted in wasted engineering resources and product development time. The
fundamental physical drivers for investment are:
e Reusability
> Commonality
> Modularity
> "Generic" Architecture
e Complexity Reduction
e Variety
19
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The next two chapters of this thesis are dedicated to understanding these physical drivers from a
product architecture context.
2.6 Issues and Problems Surrounding Product Architecture
There are many problems companies face when making strategic design decisions for a new
product. There are a number of questions, tradeoffs, and other issues related to architecture that
need to be addressed during development:
(1) How flexible is the design during use i.e. to upgrades, add-ons, adaptations, wear, and
consumption?
(2) To what extent should the design incorporate reuse of previous designs or current products
and families? Slight variations in design may produce unnecessary complexity and "re-
invent the wheel."
(3) Does this architecture allow variety, or a range of possible combinations of product models?
For example, modularity designed into product architectures enables high-variety
manufacturing.
Chapters 3 and 4 attempt to sort the differences between the various physical drivers of product
architecture, including what is design hierarchy between modularity, complexity reduction,
commonality, and "genericness." A methodology to design architectures is presented as well as
supporting design and knowledge management tools.
Another major problem in designing optimal product architectures trying to manage the many
tradeoffs and decisions that need to be made, while clearly understanding and seeing the
repercussions of one's decisions. Chapter 5 shows a systematic methodology to plan and manage
product architectures.
2.7 Case Study of Instrument Panel Architecture at Ford
This thesis and research in the area of product architecture draws upon examples and case studies
+from the automotive industry, specifically Ford Motor Company in the GAP (Global Architecture
20
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Process) group. Through the global Ford 2000 Plan, Ford is attempting to obtain high customer
satisfaction and product integrity while maximizing the economies of scale through common
platforms, architectures, and components. This initiative is led by the Global Architecture
Process (GAP) team started in January of 1998. GAP's charter is to balance reusability with
flexibility and achieve commonality and reuse on several levels, platforms, architectures, then
systems, and components.
Ford defines a platform as a set of sheet metal underbody subassemblies (front structure, front
floor and rear structure) and this definition will be used in this thesis when referring to vehicle
platforms (see Figure 2-4 (a) below). GAP initially set out to reduce the number of platforms
within a given vehicle size (B-car, C-car, etc...). A common platform is based on a common
underbody structure that can accommodate unique front and rear overhangs, wheelbases,
greenhouse, and closures (see Figure 2-4 (b) below). Many automotive companies are reducing
their number of platforms in order to reduce development time, cost, and achieve initial
investment savings in their manufacturing plants.
Front Floor
Front Structure
Underbody Assembly Underbody Subassemblies
Figure 2-4 (a): Ford definition of a vehicle platform
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Front Structure
o|
o0
Front Over
Front Floor Rear Structure
0 0
Overall Width*
Wheelbase ~~~~>
hang Rear Overhang
<-- Overall Length
Generic Locators (Holes & Surfaces, X,Y,Z)
Master Locator Holes for Each Subassembly
Locators Move in a Fixed Relationship to
Each Other (Fore / Aft)
Potential Length, Wheelbase, and Overhang
Variation
Note: Floor pan width and rail width remain
common between derivatives
Maintain integrity of weld lines
* Overall width variation is accomplished
outboard of the side sills
Figure 2-4 (b): Ford definition of a vehicle platform continued
(figures courtesy of GAP, Ford Motor Company)
The next level of commonality or complexity reduction that is trying to be achieved, while
incorporating product design concepts such as reuse and modularity, is in the realm of
architectures (see Figure 2-5 below). Product architecture as traditionally defined is imprecise. In
the automotive industry, architecture refers to several levels or types of interfaces: system-to-
system architecture, such as the instrument panel cross-car beam, system-to-component
(primarily within a system itself), component-to-component, and sometimes a "super-
architecture" which holds every physical chunks of the product together, such as the vehicle
body architecture. A system-to-system architecture interfaces with various systems and has
attachment hardpoints to the main body architecture.
22
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Complexity Reduction
Platform 1
Vehicle 1 Vehicle 2
Architecture 1 Architecture 2
Different Systems & Parts
Platform 2
Vehicle 3 Vehicle 4
Architecture 3 Architecture 4
PROPOSED
B-Car
Platform 1
Vehicle 1 Vehicle 2
Architecture 1
Common Systems & Parts
Figure 2-5: Example of high-level vehicle architecture complexity reduction
(Parts that comprise the vehicle platform, or underbody, are common.)
Designing the vehicle body architecture, usually encompassing the Body-In-White, is the
greatest challenge to management and engineers since they have to make many tradeoffs
between many issues such as styling, packaging, modularity. Over the years, like platforms,
many different architectures have evolved. A major initiative and struggle is to commonize or
design to one main, robust style or "theme" of architecture, from which many product derivatives
can emerge.
The final "levels" of commonality are reducing system and component variety. Over the years
many thousands or even millions of combinations of options became available to the customer.
For example a company may offer 20 different types of steering systems, including different
technologies (manual, automatic, etc...) or up to 132 different rear axle combinations. Most of
these options the customer doesn't see or care about and are unnecessarily being supported
through successive generations of products. Much research has been done to address this area of
23
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reducing product variety. This thesis focuses on the second level of making appropriate
architecture decisions. Specifically addressing complexity reduction, reusability, the new arena
of "generic" architectures, and their associated metrics, limiting factors, and interrelations.
This research draws primarily upon examples from the instrument panel (IP) system architecture.
The IP structure or architecture consists of a main supporting beam that attaches across the width
of the vehicle body and brackets which act as component and system interfaces (e.g. audio
system, HVAC, etc..). Figure 2-6, shown below, shows a picture of an sample instrument panel
architecture.
-i/P Reinforcement Structure Assembly
Cowl Side
Brackets
Cowl
Figure 2-6: Picture of a IP architecture or cross-car beam structure, consisting of brackets and a
main beam that acts as instrument panel system and component interfaces.
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Currently there are five entirely different architectural themes or designs for the instrument
panel. The following figure 2-7 shows four of the five themes. The fifth architecture is the
magnesium structure which is still under development.
FORD "UNIQUE/DIVERSE" I/P ARCHiTECTURE THEMES
CUOSSCAR IEAM
TYPICAL INSilUMEN PANEL WITH HALF CAR BEAM
WWMLAR CRWS-CAgRA~ O-
99TCJfL DUCT PAWL WITH KAU CAR SEAM
Figure 2-7: Four of five unique instrument panel (IP) architecture designs used across all
vehicles. Almost every design is slightly modified to each vehicle, whether it is dimensions or
parts themselves.
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COMPETITOR'S
"COMMON" I/P ARCHITECTURAL THEME
Figure 2-8: Competitor's instrument panel structures are based on a common design theme or
"generic" architecture, with slight geometric modifications. "Generic" design will be discussed
later in Chapter 4.
2.8 Conclusions
This chapter contained the following main results and conclusions:
e Definition of product architecture, both traditional and as used by Ford.
26
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" A new classification of architecture was introduced based on its product design level: super
architecture, system architecture, and component architecture
* The key physical drivers for investment are variety, complexity, and reusability
The Ford case study of instrument panel, system architecture, was introduced. There are
currently five different designs or styles of architecture. The next two chapters discuss the
implication of the physical drivers of investment on architecture, and the last two chapters
discuss a planning methodology and necessary corporate policy.
27

VARIETY AND COMPLEXITY
Chapter 3. Variety and Complexity
3.1 Introduction
The following chapter seeks to define, understand and classify variety and complexity in the
context of a product's architecture. Later chapters discuss reusability and a method to address
these physical drivers of investment when planning and designing architecture.
3.2 Variety
In order to fully understand variety, a clear definition and scope is necessary rather than vague
intuitive descriptions. While there has been much research in platform and system/component
variety this section seeks to investigate variety from a product architecture perspective.
3.2.1 Definition of Variety
Variety has been referred to as the number of product variants available to the customer (Mather
1992; Krishnan et al. 1998. Broadly speaking, variety serves to attract and satisfy a spectrum of
customers who need or want the product's attributes. In Figure 3-1, shown below, a typical
product consists of a set of features. Each feature may have one or more variations either desired
by the customer, made by the manufacturer, or an ideal overlap of both.
Product
QFD ranks
feature
importance
Variant 1 Variant N
Customers X Customers Y X + Y = Total Customer Base
Figure 3-1 Schematic of a typical product and generation of variants
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For example, if the product is a household carpet, features could include, color, feel, and strength
of stain resistance. There could be many variants on color, texture, and type of chemicals used.
The total possible combinations for a carpet finally sold to the customer are a combination of
these variants.
Unfortunately, these traditional definitions of variety lack an in-depth study into the true intricate
nature of variety. The following sections seeks to give an unambiguous framework to understand
and classify variety and its relation to product architectures.
3.2.2 Why is Variety Important?
"Variety 's the very spice of ife" - William Cowper
This quote by William Cowper summarizes the human and therefore customer desire for
differences in the products they buy. Whether it is purely aesthetic, such as different vehicle
color offerings, to purely functional, such as a different sub-system for better performance, each
customer has a set of preferences for a product which may not be the same as another customer.
It is these differences in customer preferences that drive product variety. When designing a
product, a company must consider the many features and options that customers prefer in order
to remain competitive. This necessity for offering variety can be seen in many product examples.
In the automobile industry, if for example GM offered their cars in only three colors, they would
share a part of the market which prefers these three colors with the other auto manufacturers
which offer these same colors. The next section addresses the marginal gains and marginal cost
of producing additional variants of a feature.
3.2.3 Cost of Variety
The incremental gains in offering variety can be calculated using basic microeconomic theory.
Companies must be able to balance the marginal revenue from increased variety and the
marginal cost of producing that variety in order to achieve profit maximization. If the total range
of customer preference for a specific product feature can be captured by a distribution, the profit
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maximization equation can set the bounds of the maximum number of variants that should be
offered (see Figure 3-2 below).
Customer
Preference
(Q)
Y
Optimal Variety bounded by Max(n)
Maximum number of variants a company is capable of producing
Figure 3-2 : Profit Maximization equation from incremental increase in variety, leads to bounds
on optimal number of variants to offer and which ones to offer.
Figure 3-2 shows a company that has the capability of offering a set of customer preferred
variants of a product feature (in this case seven different colors for a car). It may be obvious at
first glance that the company should offer the colors Red and White, and not invest in offering
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n(v)= R(Qv) - C(Qv) (3-1)
Max(L) = MR(Qv) = MC(QV) (3-2)
where, n is profit (as a function of Quantity demanded due to variant, v),
R is revenue, C is cost, MR is marginal revenue due to an increase in
quantity demanded of a variant by one unit
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Beige and Yellow. What is not so obvious is whether or not to invest in producing the Brown,
Blue, and Dark Green. Through equations 3-1 and 3-2, a company can calculate if the marginal
cost of producing and investing in a color equals the marginal revenue from that color market
segment. In the scenario depicted, a sample distribution of preferences leads to the Blue, Red,
White, and Dark Green variants being economically feasible. This calculation is not
straightforward, and requires an analysis of the production function and customer utility.
Every variant has a customer utility attached to it, which indicates how much more or less a
customer is willing to pay for a particular variant. It may be that customers who want Yellow are
willing to pay a premium for that color, in which case marginal cost may actually equal marginal
revenue, although the quantity produced is low. It may also be that a particular color announces
or preserves a place in a certain market, without which a company will not be seen as having a
presence in that market. Therefore the direct benefit in sales of a particular option to that market
may not be seen, but rather in a larger sense over the rest of the product line. Therefore, having a
large amount of feature variety does not necessarily translate to both a proportionately large
range of customers and profit maximization, since there is an uneven distribution of variant
preference and the revenues from a variant may not justify the cost to produce. The key in
gaining accurate results using this economic analysis, is to gather accurate forecasts of customer
preferences and utilities for each variant.
3.2.4 Classifications for Variety
The traditional definition of variety only focuses on the variants that the customer perceives
rather than encompassing variety that the company perceives. It does not capture the subtle
differences in variety. While past research indicates that variety also encompasses the number of
elements within the product structure from an internal point of view (Suzue/Kohdate 1990;
Galsworth 1994; Ishii et al. 1995), there has been little work in terms of a clear distinction
between terms or categorization of variants especially in relation to architecture. This section
investigates these different classifications of variety and the importance of making these
distinctions especially when making architecture decisions.
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Variety can viewed by two main classifications: its source and its dependency on the product
architecture. The first classification is external and internal variety. External variety is directly or
indirectly, customer perceivable elements of the product, that has been created to satisfy a range
of customer preferences. An example of a direct external variant is color of the instrument panel
(IP) skin. An example of an indirect, or supportive external variant is type of audio system,
which affects customer perceivable sound quality or cost. Internal variety, as seen from a
company perspective, can refer to variety in platforms, architectures, systems, and components,
and is imperceptible to the customer. Internal variants may or may not support or effect external
variety. This distinction between the sources of variety (external or internal) is necessary to
identify which variants are important to consider and not consider during design.
On another level, variety can therefore be classified as architecture dependent and architecture
independent. Feature variety that is independent of product architecture has no direct causal link
to the interfaces and underlying structure of the product. Examples of architecture independent
variety are often customer visible and aesthetically driven. Such examples in the auto industry
include offering different vehicle colors, different cigarette lighters (same interface, different cap
styles), etc... Architecture dependent variety is linked through interfaces to other systems and
components. In the context of product architectures, if the product externally-driven variants are
architecture independent, a company should limit the number of unique architectures to one. If
the variants are architecture dependent, internal architecture variety must be minimized while
external variety is maximized until no longer cost effective (as described in section 3.2.3).
Identifying architecture dependency is important for three reasons. If a set of variants relating to
a product feature are dependent on architecture, it is important to design flexibility or modularity
into the architecture so different variants can be accommodated and efficiently manufactured at
minimum cost. Examples include offering a range of different systems in a car (high-end and
low-end prices are typical reasons) which would require modular attachments to the vehicle for
minimum changeover and manufacturing costs. In home appliance products, offering a variety of
attachable and detachable components for a given product to achieve multi-functional
capabilities requires a modular architecture. Therefore, by classifying variety as dependent or
independent of architecture, companies can (1) plan their architectures to be flexible enough to
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accommodate only architecture-dependent variants, (2) minimize the number of architecture-
dependent external variants they offer and, (3) identify and de-couple as many architecture
dependent variants into independent variants when possible.
Figure 3-3, shown on the next page, describes the minimum number of architectures required
based on the number of external variants required. If the feature variant is architecture
independent, only one base architecture, at the super, system, or component level, is necessary
regardless of the number of variants. In an example of component architecture, three different
headlamp styles are available for a set of car models, with three different interface mechanisms
or architectures. The headlamp lens style variant is not dependent on the attachment mechanism,
therefore ideally there should only be one attachment design for all three. In many cases the use
of different suppliers proliferate architecture variety. In this case, one robust design is necessary
rather than supporting all three designs.
If a feature has more than one variant and they are architecture dependent, one of two scenarios
must hold true: (1) The number of different architectures required increases proportionately,
where the difference in design is proportional to the variant's dependency on the architecture or,
(2) One architecture is designed to be robust and flexible to incorporate all variants.
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Required Architecture vs. External Variety
# of A
Unique Architectures
Necessary 5
If Variants are
4 Architecture Dependent
Min[ f(x)]
3
If Variants are
2 Architecture Independent
2
1-
0 1 2 3 4 5
External Variety (# of value-added variants)
Figure 3-3: Number of architectures required as a function of number of external variants of a
product feature. The architecture dependent line is curved to illustrate that there is usually not a
one-to-one proportionate relationship between additional external variants and unique
architectures. Existing designs are modified until an entirely new architecture is required.
Variety can further undergo a third level of classification: value-added or non-value-added. If a
set of product variants for a given feature is externally driven, {VE}, it is generally value-added,
as long as accurate cost-benefit, customer, and QFD analyses have been made which indicate
that a particular variant set is needed to satisfy the whole spectrum of customers. On the other
hand if there is a set of internal variants, {V1, (pas,c)}, where p, a, s, and c, refer to platform,
architecture, system, and component varieties respectively, which are not customer perceivable,
they are generally non-value added. However there are cases where internal architecture variety
is valid where they indirectly make customer perceivable, external variety possible. If there is no
correlation between having those variants within the firm and customer satisfaction, unnecessary
costs arise. Figure 3-4 (a), shown on the next page, summaries the different classifications of
variety into a 2x2 matrix.
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If there is an external architecture dependent variant, then it is important to incorporate flexibility
or modularity into the architecture design in order to accommodate several present or future
variant options. The decision of how many different options to design into the capability of the
architecture, should be based on a cost-benefit calculation. The cost of adding flexibility or
modularity, in terms of design, development, and tradeoffs, versus the incremental benefit of
offering an additional option to the consumer (as discussed in section 3.2.3). If the external
variant is not architecture dependent directly or indirectly, then it is purely a cost-benefit
decision. Internal variety that is architecture dependent can exist for two reasons: 1) There are
many variations of parts that exist because of a large variety of architectures, or 2) There are
many variations of parts that exist due to other influences other than architecture, but is linked by
design to the product architecture. In the former case, it is necessary to eliminate the internal
variety or complexity of the architecture itself (don't have unnecessary unique architecture
designs), this in turn reduces the variety of parts. In the latter case, it is necessary to minimize the
variety of the parts, and make sure the architecture design is flexible to accommodate this
minimum number of parts. Ideally there should be zero internal part variety that does not support
external variety (non-value added), and a minimum number of internal part variety that supports
external variety but is customer imperceptible (as in the case of internal variety that is
architecture independent).
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Variety Matrix
Architecture Dependent Architecture Independent
Non-Value Added Internal
Value Added Etra
as determined by External
QFD
(a)
Need Flexibility/
Modularity
Need to reduce/eliminate
architecture variety
Cost/benefit driven
Need Flexibility/
Modularity to
create external variety
Need to reduce/eliminate
variety within
a product family
Cost/benefit driven
Architecture Dependent Architecture Independent
Non-Value Added Internal
Value Added External
(b)
HVAC Unit Packaging
Air Handling Ductwork
Unique IP Bracketry
Left-hand drive/
right hand drive
requirements
Unique Cigarette
Lighters
I
Color/Pattern of IP skin
I
Figure 3-4: (a) 2 x 2 matrix describes relationships between the various classifications of
variety. (b) The second 2 x 2 matrix illustrates the relationships through examples from the
instrument panel system.
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3.2.5 Levels of Variety in a Product Family
When referring to variety, past research has not addressed the various levels of variety found in a
product. The following table presents a decomposition of a product (in this case a vehicle) into
several levels, as presented in chapter 2, their respective sources of variety and representative
examples.
This variety develops over time where some are value added and others are not. The following
Table 3-1 presents a decomposition of a product (in this case a vehicle) into several levels, their
respective sources of variety and representative examples before recent initiatives of the Ford
2000 plan to reduce variety:
Product Level
Family
Model
Platform
Super Architecture
System Architecture
Component Architecture
Systems/Sub-assemblies
Sub-systems
Components
Process
Source of Design Variety
Different sizes/ of
Different styles, brand
and price ranges
Different wheelbase
Different joining
welding,
Different "themes" due
materials, technologies
Different ways components
interface/attach
Different technologies,
performance,
Different technologies,
performance,
Different technologies,
materials, performance,_
Different processing required
Variety Example
Cars: B, C, C/D, DEF (RWD), DEF (FWD)
Trucks: Compact, Full-
B Family: Fiesta, Courier, etc..
B-Car Underbody (Front and Rear Floorpans)
Body-in-White: unibody, body-on-frame,
space frame
(Body Architecture)
Instrument Panel
5 different basic types
3 different headlamp-to-body interface
36 different steering
e.g. manual, auto,
Restraints
300 different seat material
10 different types of seatbelt
10 different cigarette
138 different color
NOTE: Data does not include joint ventures or future vehicles
The examples represent variety at Ford before initiatives of Ford 2000 to reduce variety
Table 3-1: Different levels of a product and corresponding types of variety. This includes the
Three levels of product architecture as described in Chapter 2.
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This table lists the different levels of a product starting from vehicle product families to
component and process and cites the reasons for the variety and specific examples. For example,
currently Ford and many other automakers are creating "global platforms" which consolidate
different car platforms within the same family into one. Rather than having a slightly different
underbody for each of the four B-family cars listed in the figure above, Ford had chosen one
underbody design for all cars in the B-family.
As illustrated by the table and Chapter 2, product architecture can be associated with up to three
different levels of a product. An overall "super" architecture which is the main frame or interface
to which all sub-assemblies attach. In the case of a vehicle, the super architecture would be the
body-in-white frame or body architecture. Currently almost every vehicle has different design
specifications for joining, welding, and attaching pieces of the body architecture together. Also,
in order to meet packaging and other design constraints for each model, many different body
designs have proliferated. The next two levels of architecture are system and component, both of
which have design variety for attachment and interface. The instrument panel (IP) system
structure represents the core interface of the IP system. There are currently five different
structure themes with a few more futuristic designs in development as well. Supporting the
design and development for all the different types of architecture is not necessary and results in
wasted time and money. The chapter 5 describes a method to reduce excess architecture variety
or complexity reduction.
3.3 Complexity
"The computer programmer is a creator of universes for which he alone is responsible.
Universes of virtually unlimited complexity can be created in the form of computer programs."
-Joseph Weizenbaum (Example of complexity in software products)
Although some aspects of variety seem to intuitively overlap with complexity, a clear definition
of complexity, specifically from a product architecture point of view, is needed.
In previous literature, the term complexity has referred to the number of unique parts, production
processes, setups and the manufacturing time resulting in costs associated with non-
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standardization (Clausing 1998; MacDuffie et al. 1996). Kuster and Clausing, 1999, refers to
complexity as the complication and effort of realizing (developing, producing, and distributing)
products due to the structure of constituting elements. ). Complexity is generally viewed
negatively, where pressure for companies to increase external variety is adversely increasing
complexity. Costs associated with complexity include post manufacturing costs related to life-
cycle service (Eubanks and Ishii, 1994) and lack of design reuse across models (please see
Chapter 4 on Reusability). Martin and Ishii, 1997, refer to a commonality index which measures
how well a design utilizes standardized parts.
A distinction needs to be made here between complexity and variety. Also, traditional definitions
of complexity as number of unique parts or the effort to develop products are too narrow or
vague, respectively. Many questions arise from these definitions: (1) What is the difference
between complexity and variety if complexity is number of unique parts? If complexity is
defined as the effort to realize a product, (2) Is an integral architecture intrinsically more
complex than a modular architecture in terms of design, manufacturing and assembly? (3) How
does one measure effort? (4) What is the right amount of complexity when making architecture
decisions? In order to answer these questions clearly a lucid working definition of complexity is
needed.
Complexity is a measure of unique product elements (such as platforms, architectures, systems,
and components) used to support product externally driven variety.
Examples of complexity include number of unique parts or commonality of an architecture
between models. With this definition, complexity is the same as internal variety defined above.
3.3.1 Classifications of Complexity
Complexity has been classified as basic and empty by Kuster and Clausing, 1999. For purposes
of clarity and uniformity in terms, the following equivalent classification terms will be used in
this thesis: value-added and non-value added. Value-added complexity refers to the minimum
and therefore optimum amount of variety which is required to satisfy the spectrum of external
variety demanded by the customer, no more, no less.
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A company therefore, must invest in this basic, value-added complexity in order to meet
minimum variety needs of the customer. It is meeting these minimum customer needs that acts as
the limiting factor to complexity reduction (see Figure 3-5 below).
Complexity
COMPLEXITY
# of Unique Parts
Across Models
Within a Family
Excess Non-value added Optimal Amount
Complexity of Complexity for
each part
Architecture must be able
to accommodate optimal
complexity conditions
Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4
Figure 3-5: Value and non-value added complexity
Excess non value-added complexity is a form of non value-added internal variety which leads to
unnecessary manufacturing, engineering and inventory costs. In order to minimize non value-
added complexity in product families, it is necessary to commonly use subassemblies not related
to varying customer needs (Robertson/Ulrich 1998).
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Many companies refer to "commonality." In order to clarify a potential source of confusion
among terms, commonality is an opposing measure of complexity. Rather than quantifying the
number of unique elements in a product, commonality seeks to measure the number of common
elements between products, and is more appropriately used when quantifying reuse (See chapter
4 on Reusability). While complexity has a negative connotation of non-standardization,
commonality has a positive connotation of design and manufacturing reuse (see Figure 3-6
below for examples of complexity).
Architectural Complexity Examples
Product Family
Architecture
dtecture 1: Architecture 2: Architecture 3: Architecture 4: Architecture 5: System Architecture
mposite Tubular Cross Typical I/P Structural Duct Panel Man sium Structure Complexity/Internal
-Car Beam Car Beam w/ Half Car Beam w/ Half Car Beam JnVariety
Part Variety across
Models
Parts (# of Unique Parts)
Cowl Top Bracket 3
Driver Cowl Side Bracket (upper) 
_4 ConsDriver Cowl Side Bracket (lower) 3
Center Stack Braces (2) 2
Steering Colum Bracket (2) 1 Redesign Costs
Driver's Crash Bracket (2) 3 Complexity Part Tracking/Handling/Inventory
Passenger Airbag Support (2) 4 Pros:
Passenger Crash Bracket (2) 4 If no robust design available,Glove Box Frame B may need complexity to handlePassenger Cowlside Bracket Upper external variety needsPassenger Cowiside Bracket Lower _2
Passenger Beam 2
Driver Beam 3
Figure 3-6: Example of complexity from a study of instrument panel (system) architectures.
Complexity can be seen on 2 levels: unique architectures, and unique components
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3.4 Benefits and Drawbacks to Architectural Complexity
The costs associated with architectural complexity or having many unique parts and interfaces
can be high. The main sources of costs include manufacturing and tooling, redesign such as
CAD/CAE, testing, and part tracking, handling and inventory. The primary benefit to having
architectural complexity is to support external variety when there is no single robust solution and
multiple solutions are cost justified (see table below).
(indirect customer perceivable features)
Unique IP Architecture External Feature 1: Cost External Feature 2: Weight
Tubular Cross-Car Beam Low (steel) Medium
Magnesium Structure High (magnesium) Low
Table 3-2: Complexity in architecture may be justified if the combination of features that the
architectures possess satisfies different customer segments, and no middle solution or robust
design presents itself.
This table illustrates an example where alternative architecture options are necessary. While
many new vehicle programs were beginning to adopt a steel tubular cross-car beam due to its
low cost, some more expensive model programs insisted on sacrificing cost for a low weight
magnesium instrument panel in order to meet their stringent weight targets.
3.5 Relationships Between Variety and Complexity
The following section seeks to decipher and investigate the relationships between variety and
complexity. From a holistic viewpoint, complexity can be seen as the input to a "system" of a
product, the resulting output is variety in both internal and external forms (see Figure 3-7 below).
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Input: Complexity
[Cost, Effort, # of
architectures or parts, etc..]
Product
[Design, manufacturing,
distribution, service]
Output: Variety
[External: Options available to customers
Internal: internal differences across product lines
that do not support or create external variety]
Figure 3-7: Complexity as an input into a product produces variety, both external and internal
This systems relationship between complexity and variety can be further extended as seen in
Figure 3-8. With variety as a function of complexity, if the ratio of variety to complexity
increases, architecture independence increases, where a given number of architectures can
handle more variants.
V t 2:1
Variety 7
1:1
Increasing Architecture
Independence
Complexity (# different architectures)
Figure 3-8: Variety vs. Complexity: A high variant to low complexity ratio exhibits the greatest
architecture independence
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3.5.1 Architectural Variety and Complexity Metrics
There is much research in the area of variety and some in complexity which attempt to quantify
and measure these two design parameters. The following sections present metrics that have
already been developed and new metrics that have been developed to measure variety and
complexity.
Variety
Through this research, I propose the following metrics to measure variety as it relates to
architecture:
Excess Architecture Variety Index = # of architectures currently supported / optimal # of
architectures that must be supported
The overall optimal index value or condition for any product architecture is 1, where:
The number of architectures supported = Optimal number of architectures
Ideally there should be just one architecture robust enough to meet all requirements (optimal
number of architectures), and there should be just this one robust architecture design present in
the company (number of architectures supported).
Example:
There are currently 5 different instrument panel architectures supported.
Based on the major tradeoff between cost and weight noted in Table 3-2, two different
architectures may be required: a) low cost, higher weight b) high cost, low weight. Therefore, in
this example:
IP Excess Architecture Variety = 5/2 = 2.5 which means there is 2.5 times more internal variety
than the general optimal index value of 1 as explained above. There are three (5-2 = 3) more
architectures being supported than are required in this particular case. The key to reducing this
index value to 1, is to decrease the number of architectures supported from 5, till it equals 2, or
the optimal number of architectures.
Complexity
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Kuster & Clausing, 1999 developed the following metric based on their definition of complexity
as a measure of effort:
Complexity = Total Cost of Product Family
Cost of Realizing each variant separately
Where cost is based on activity-based cost systems, which models the usage of all resources to
perform activities and linking these activity costs to outputs such as products and services
(Cooper et al 1992, p.10).
Using the definition of complexity as number of unique parts, Ishii and Martin, 1997 developed a
complexity or commonality index which measures how well a design utilizes standardized parts:
CI =1 - u - max p 0<CL< 1
vh
p - max pj=1
where: u= # unique part numbers
pj= # parts in model j
vh = final # of varieties offered
A higher CI is better since it indicates that the different varieties within a product family are
being achieved with fewer unique parts and more sharing.
The following metric is proposed to measure the relative efficiency of different or competing
architectures based on the ratio of variants to unique parts or complexity (see figure 3-9 for
graphical representation of relationship):
[Ai Bj Ck Di] = one variety of the product
If total number of unique parts = 3 types of each part = 12 = [Ai B1 C1 Di
A 2 B 2 C2 D2
A 3 B 3 C3 D 3]
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Therefore total possible unique products = 34 = 84
Architectural Efficiency Index = # of unique parts = 12= .15
# of unique products 81
As the number of unique parts decreases the architectural efficiency index increases. This index
is a simple and quick metric to assess the efficiency of a particular architecture design. This
index can be used to compared the relative efficiencies between different architectural designs.
Although similar to Ishii and Martin's Commonality Index, the proposed Architectural Efficiency
Index is used in the context of architecture and the variety spawned due to architecture.
A product line commonality index (PCI) was developed by Kota and Sethuraman in 1998. PCI
accounts for the number of different types of components that can be standardized across
models, geometric features, materials, manufacturing processes and assembly locating and
fastening. This model can be used as a relative index of commonality or genericness of product
architectures from vehicle to vehicle as well, but is far more complicated to use with many
subjective weightings and estimates. The Architectural Efficiency Index offers a quick and
accurate measure of current complexity or non-value added internal variety.
3.5.2 Sources of Architectural Variety and Complexity
In the automobile industry, internal variety appears to have arisen over the years due to four
primary reasons:
(1) Geometric variations to accommodate packaging constraints that are specific to a given
model (Kota and Sethuraman, 1998).
(2) Evolution of products and technologies which have carried over through the years, in other
words, legacy variety which continues to be supported in different products; and/or,
(3) Vehicle managers approach "their" product with a single line focus, rather than the holistic
management of product families which encourages sharing and keeps internal variety to a
minimum
(4) Tradeoffs in cost, weight or performance cause some programs to choose one architecture
theme over the other.
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(5) Constraints to use several suppliers across models thereby causing variations in design and
sometimes functionality.
The following figure 3-9 illustrates the growth of instrument panel system architecture
complexity over time mainly due to the introduction of new materials and processing.
Architectural
Complexity/Variety Evolution
k
COMPLEXITY
# of Unique
Architecture
Themes
5 ---
New Concepts:
Super-Integrator
Magnesium Structures
Structure 4
-------------------------------------------------------Tu _r_(Steel)
Composite Cross-Car CCB
Structural Duct Beam (CCB) -------
Panel w/ Half Car __- _ _ _ _ __ _ . Architec
Beam Passes
I/P with Half-Car --------- - --------- Used for IN
Beam Old Pro[~ - -sti
ture Theme
Away -Not
ew Programs
grams may
I use
Evolution of Products and Technologies Time
Figure 3-9: Evolution of Ford instrument panel system architecture complexity/internal variety
over time
Over the years, several different types of instrument panel structures have been used in vehicles
varying in material technology, structural design, and manufacturing processes. Currently there
are 5 different types of instrument panel architecture for engineers to "choose from," some used
more often than others. Older themes pass away where only a few vehicle programs still utilize
their designs. New vehicle programs choose their architecture from a smaller pool of themes.
The next question is why have even this pool of architectures? Why not just choose one for all
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new programs for a high level of reuse and minimum complexity? The reason lies in the
differences between the models. As Table 3-2 indicated, one sole architecture design may not
robustly meet all the needs for a vehicle program. Having this small pool of architectures allows
for tradeoffs in architecture dependent variants to be made, when only one architecture cannot
satisfy all derivative products in all families. Chapter 5 presents a flowchart to decide when more
or less internal complexity is justified.
The next chapter on reusability provides definitions of reuse, modularity and "generic"
architecture, and gives detailed examples of reuse and commonality from the instrument panel
case studies.
3.6 Conclusions
This chapter introduced new and needed classifications of variety and complexity:
* External vs. internal variety
" Architecture dependent vs. architecture independent
e Value added vs. non-value added
The interactions of these different classifications were illustrated through a 2x2 variety matrix. A
method of determining the cost of variety was presented, using basic micro-economic theory. A
product is composed of many different levels (as illustrated in Table 3-1) and therefore variety
manifests itself in many forms including platform, architecture, system, and component variety.
Complexity can be seen as the input or generator of variety. As the number of unique parts,
architectures, etc.. increase the amount of internal variety increases, while the amount of value-
added external variety may or may not increase. Several metrics have been introduced (Chapter 4
contains more detailed measurements of complexity), including an architectural efficiency index.
Finally the causes and evolution of variety and architecture was analyzed using the example from
instrument panel architecture at Ford.
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REUSABILITY AND GENERIC ARCHITECTURES
Chapter 4. Reusability and Generic Architectures
4.1 Introduction
While the previous chapter developed a greater understanding of variety and complexity, this
chapter seeks to expand upon the understanding of architectural reuse, specifically modular and
the idea of "generic" design first used at Ford. This includes new classifications of reuse,
metrics, and limiting factors.
4.2 Definition of Reusability
The concept of reuse is very broadly. Traditionally reuse has been described a process which
"consists of the ability to reuse existing, analogous, or competitive design/process concepts,
parts, systems, tooling, and facilities leveraged and support by innovation in the development of
freshening actions, new products, product lines, platforms" or architectures (Yahia, 1996). Reuse
is traditionally separated into two types: commonality and carryover. Commonality is sharing on
all product levels (see Figure 3-9 for different levels), including product expectations, tools, and
facilities with other products but not prior models. The figure below, 4-1, illustrates component
commonality and sharing.
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Part A Red Part A Black
- Part B Red
common
4 Part B Black
common
Part A Red common Part A Black common
Figure 4-1: Example of commonality
Sharing and standardization can occur in two forms: across families or across derivative products
(see Figure 4-2). I have termed these two types of reuse as horizontal and vertical reuse,
respectively. At worst reuse should occur vertically within the same family, and at best reuse
occurs across all product families.
Vertical Reuse
across derivatives:
platforms,
architectures,
systems,
components,
facilities etc...
*Note: Models in bold
currently share same
platform
A B
B Car C/D Car Trucks
KA
Fiesta
Festiva
Taurus
Contour
Mondeo
Mystique
Cougar
Horizontal Reuse across families: architectures, systems, components, processes
tooling, facilities, data
Figure 4-2: Two types of reuse - horizontal and vertical
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Part B Red
Part B Black
RR BR
RB BB
Explorer
Ranger
Navigator
Expedition
REUSABILITY AND GENERIC ARCHITECTURES
Carryover platforms, architectures, systems, and components refers to functions and elements
reused from prior models.
4.3 Benefits and Drawbacks of Reuse
Reusability is a necessary process to plan overall product families for reuse in order to maximize
utilization of existing assets and designs, design and manufacturing cycle time and cost
reduction, quality improvements through standardization, while achieving the required external
variety and minimizing internal variety. For example, reuse of parts and designs, prevent "re-
inventing the wheel" syndrome thereby reducing development time and costs. At Ford, there are
several different architectures or methods of interfacing the various parts of the body-in-white
(bolting, welding, etc...). Standardization or reuse of architecture schemes would have the
greatest savings during manufacturing, where the same equipment and tools can be used for each
vehicle and little changeover is required. Other drivers for reuse include complexity reduction,
customizable products in the form of modularity, initial investment savings, and reuse of existing
knowledge.
Modular architecture schemes, as a method of reuse, offer multiple economic benefits (Baldwin
and Clark, 1999). During manufacturing, modularity improves economies of scale and scope,
through standardized manufacturing and assembly. In design and development it allows sub-
units of a product to be reused, thereby decreasing cycle-times and increasing productivity.
Modularity further allows customization of the product by the customers, ease and lower cost of
service and maintenance, and efficient refreshes and upgrades of the product during its life.
In the same vein, generic architectures yield benefits related to standardized design including
significant decreases in internal variety, cycle-time reductions, and common tooling.
A potential negative effect of reuse would be locking in a design, which may not be flexible
enough to meet future needs. Also, if an organization is pressured to randomly incorporate reuse
into their programs, future products may be stifled to use new technologies or creativity in design
due to carryover constraints. A careful balance must therefore be struck between reusability and
flexibility. Designing for reuse requires effort and careful planning. If a company has a fast
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product architecture life, precious time may be lost in the extra effort of designing for reuse.
These planning and decision issues are addressed in the following chapter.
4.4 Reuse in an Axiomatic Design Perspective
Considering the span and depth of reuse possible across products, the traditional definitions and
descriptions are too broad. The following section attempts to clarify and extend the various
classifications of reuse and its relation to product architecture.
I have classified reusability from an axiomatic design perspective, with functional requirements
and design parameters (see Figure 4-3 below). If the functional requirements (FRs) are
commonality and carryover their respective design parameters (DPs) are "generic design" and
modularity and represent how to achieve the functional requirements of commonality and
carryover. Under these classifications, modularity is considered a method of reuse in that the
fundamental architecture or interfaces are reused regardless of the physical elements being
attached or joined together.
Figure 4-3: FRs and DPs for Reusability
4.5 Modular and Generic Architecture
Modular architecture is building a complex product or process from smaller subsystems that can
be designed independently yet function together as a whole (1997, Baldwin and Clark).
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According to Ulrich, 1995, the product functions and components of a modular design exhibit a
one-to-one relationship. This is directly opposite to integral architecture where functional
elements are implemented by more than one physical element and the interfaces and interactions
are ill-defined. A product exhibiting modularity is designed with flexibility in mind while a
product with integral architecture is designed to have highest performance.
"Generic" architecture is a term I first encountered at Ford Motor Company. The word was used
to described everything from modular design to replicating the exact same architecture for every
vehicle. In this section the term "generic" is accurately defined. The word generic relates to or is
characteristic of a whole group or class, having no particularly distinctive quality or application.
A generic architecture is an architecture whose underlying theme or overall design is the same
across product families, where individual components may vary according to the requirements of
the product, but manufacturing needs (tooling and equipment) remain the same. This is driven
mainly by manufacturing and materials. The main goal in a generic architecture is to standardize
as much as possible, specifically the joints and interfaces. The Figure 4-4 shown below, for
example, shows a typical vehicle body architecture and its main joints or interfaces. Companies
are now trying to standardize these joints, for ease of assembly and lower costs.
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Figure 4-4: Typical body-in-white (BIW) joints
The goal during development should be to build a product family architecture, rather than
individual architectures for each product, which doesn't share form or parts with other
architectures. For example there are five or more different instrument panel architectures at Ford,
as shown in previous chapters. Each architecture represents a different theme, or design and
material, which represents different tradeoffs in weight, performance, and cost. Suppose one
architecture design, such as the steel tubular cross-car beam architecture, was chosen to be the
"generic" design to be used across all vehicles. What does that mean? If different car platforms
have different widths and needs, ranging from a B-Car to a truck platform, the lengths, loads, and
features will differ and therefore the components of the architecture will differ slightly for each
vehicle. In this case what is the need or benefit for defining a generic architecture? The major
cost benefits include reduced development cycle time due to standardized "generic" design
guidelines and in most cases reuse of equipment during manufacturing. Although a right-hand-
drive (RHD - in Europe) architecture requires a mirror image of a left-hand-drive (LHD), the
design is still generic in that some of the same tools can be used during manufacturing, while
others must be mirrored.
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4.5.1 Design for Reusability (DFR)
Designing of a product for reusability can have a dramatic effect on how a product is made and
maintained, as well as its cost, quality, and performance. Most literature does not address an
actual design methodology involved in reusability. In order to achieve either a modular or
generic design, a set of guidelines and methods can be used to sort through the design process,
which I have termed as Design for Reusability. The following section details the process of
achieving effective modular and generic design based on previous research and new methods
based on work at Ford Motor Company.
4.5.1.1 Design for Modularity
Modular design requires a separation of a product or complex system into subsystems or
modules with well-defined and standardized interfaces or architecture. Different companies and
suppliers can take responsibility for the design and development of the modules and can be
confident of the final assembly due to their collective efforts. The notion of design performance
has included ease of manufacturing, assembly, and servicing, where modularity emerges as the
robust solution with many complex benefits associated with it as described in earlier sections.
A modular design generally has more parts than an integral multi-functional design, and is
therefore more suited for sharing parts across models. However, taking an already defined
system, such as the chassis, and trying to make it modular may not the robust solution.
Volkswagon is now famous for their assembly-level modularity, which they achieved not by
directly making their systems modular, but by identifying a grouping of parts with the maximum
amount of reuse or commonality across all vehicles. Audi and many companies are looking
towards a modular space frame vehicle super architecture where the body panels merely bolt on
(see Figure 4-5 below).
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Figure 4-5: Audi space frame vehicle body architecture, or super architecture.
Baldwin and Clark, 1999, argue that a single design approach to modularity cannot incorporate
all the benefits related to modularity. Instead the different benefits may relate to different types
of modularity and, namely: modularity-in-production, modularity-in-design, and modularity-in-
use.
Modularity-in-production: Product is rationalized into standardized components (i.e. using
same bolts same size).
Modularity-in-design: Product is decomposed into independent modules or sub-systems which
can be "mixed and matched" to design a whole product or system.
Modularity-in-use: Customers can mix and match modules according to their own preferences,
where design control is effectively transferred to the consumer.
The interaction between modules or the architecture is important in characterizing modularity.
Ulrich, 1995, refers to inter-module interaction which should be minimized and intra-module
interactions which may be high.
In order to achieve modularity, the architecture interfaces or hardpoints, such as the IP brackets,
have to be standardized. But it takes two to tango. The interfacing systems, sub-systems, or
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components must also have standardized interfaces. This requires proper coordination and
communication between the different groups including suppliers.
4.5.1.2 Generic Architecture Design Guidelines
Based on initial work of a generic IP architecture, a Design Guideline was written and
documented at Ford. This document contains 15 design principles and their application. Each
principle relates to the design of a specific part of the instrument panel architecture, for example
the cross car beam and supporting brackets. Each principle dictates the basic design requirements
of the part, reasons why it is designed a particular way, and their specific applications. From
these initial generic guidelines, I mapped the Ford process and documentation created as a guide
for engineers during development. The following Figure 4-6, illustrates the form of
documentation that occurs when designing generic architectures. As one can see, the design
process is bottom-up rather than top-down, and doesn't have a systems engineering design
approach.
GENERIC ARCHITECTURE DESIGN GUIDELINES
Overarching
Principles
1. Part 1
2. Part 2
3. Part 3
4. Part 4
K
Applications
-Part Objective & Function
-Recommended Geometry
-Recommended Materials
-Design Rules & Methods
(if.. .then/tradeoffs)
-Fixed vs. Variable Criteria
-Examples
-V
System Considerations
- Design Targets
*Locating Schemes
-Assembly Rules
-Manufacturing Rules
SYSTEM LEVEL
Current Ford Generic Design Process Flowdown
*Overarching Principles, are the specific part fixed, variable, things to avoid, etc... criteria and
guidelines
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Overall Ford Generic Design Process
1. Standardize one architecture form, specify type, material 2
2. Identify final assembly supports to BIW & attachment points
3. Define performance targets for structure
4. Locate structure in cab to optimize structure & overall vehicle performance
5. Define what dimensions should be maximized & minimized
Example: Distance from Center of Gravity should be minimized to reduce mass-moment of
inertia of steering wheel assembly
6. Establish dimensional hierarchy and priorities
7. Identify which design criteria are required (fixed), variable and should be avoided
Examples: CCB 3 must have all closed sections (fixed)
Round, oval or polygonal closed sections permitted (variable)
Identify what surfaces and geometry are highly dependent on packaging or styling
(fixed)
Bends or reduced sections within Xmm of column centerline should be avoided
8. Establish design drivers - optimal for cost, weight, performance, & strength
9. Define type of attachments (bolts, fasteners, brackets etc...), how to attach, where to attach
and why. Establish locating features and tooling holes
10. Verify structural integrity of body sheet metal
11. Standardize locating method, both preferred & alternate (of hybrid or carryover sheet metal)
12. Define and standardize component attachments
13. Define and standardize exterior skin attachments
14. Define and standardize manufacturing hardpoints - attachment to main body architecture
15. Design for reuse of container & dunnage
16. Define standard manufacturing procedures and technologies to use (type of welding etc..)
17. Final assembly considerations including constraints.
Figure 4-6: Overall Ford generic design process: bottom-up, parts to systems approach.
General steps taken from Ford design guidelines
Step number seven is critical in investigating opportunities for reuse. If a set of design
parameters are identified as variable, then they could be flexible enough to remain the same
across all products. More detailed examples of this process for the instrument panel can be seen
in the next chapter. Chapter 6 addresses the top-down versus bottom-up process.
2 See Chapter 5 for this step and other planning and decision-making processes
3 CCB - Cross Car Beam of instrument panel structure
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An ideal product architecture is both generic, with a common theme or parts across all models,
and modular, providing the flexibility and benefits described previously. In general it is easier to
achieve a high level of commonality within a family, or vertical reuse, than across families, or
horizontal reuse. Each system that interfaces with the instrument panel architecture, has one or
more interfacing components or brackets associated with it (see Figure 4-7 below). A generic
bracket may take the same basic form for each vehicle, but may be altered slightly due to heavier
loads, different systems, or other packaging constraints. A modular bracket would be robust
enough to accommodate any attaching system variety.
Interfacing Systems
Body (attachment points)
Climate Control
HVCCase
AirHandling (duct work)
Restaints-
Passenger Airbag
Drier Airbag
Electronics
Audio (Radio mounting)
Wire Harness-
IGEM/JB_(General Electronic M
Steering
lColumn
Wheel
Packaging
Brake Pedals
Brake Pedal Support
Parts
~-*$Drinver Cowl Side Bracket (upper)
Diver Cowl Side Bracket (lower)
Center Stack Braces (2)-
Steering Colum Bracket (2)
Drier's Crash Bracket (2)
Passenger Airbag Support (2)
Passenger Crash Bracket (2)
Glove Box Frame
Passenger Cowlside Bracket Upperi
Passenger Cowlside Bracket Lower
PassengerBeam
Drier Beam
Several interrelationships
Figure 4-7: Interrelationships between component architecture of the instrument panel and their
interfacing systems.
4.6 Architecture Reuse Tree
Reuse of a product architecture can occur during many stages of the product development cycle
and for all three levels of product architecture, "super," system, and component. Although there
are savings in development reuse, the primary savings occur in initial investment, where product
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development teams should focus on reuse of tools and facilities from prior models. This includes
tools such as fixtures, dies, and molds and facilities such as heavy equipment, machine tools, and
floor space. During assembly, reuse should include conveyance, floor space, welding/bonding
equipment and workstations.
The tree diagram on the following page (Figure 4-8) represents the design and relevant types of
reuse to be considered during the development of a product architecture. This tree structure is
divided into two halves. The upper half represents reuse in design and development, while the
lower half addresses reuse and standardization of manufacturing elements of the product
architecture. Each element of the tree has a metric associated with it as indicated in the following
pages and the next section. The tree serves as an architectural map of all possible areas of reuse
that engineers should capitalize on during the design of an architecture for a new vehicle. A
checklist of these reuses can be created, so all new vehicles have to meet set standards or targets
of reuse.
Based on these different areas of reuse, simplified cost models can be generated to determine the
savings from reuse:
Savings from data/analysis reuse =
# of man-hours to x cost (salary & resources)/
obtain data reused per man-hour
Example (using estimated data): Let's say the exact same IP is used for a new vehicle within the
same product family
Savings = (2000 work-hours)quality, CAD/CAE data etc... X ($40) = $80,000
Savings from testing reuse = (cost of testn setup)head, knee crash, etc... + ((# man-hours to setup) *
(cost/man-hour)
Example: Let us say only a few key crash components of the IP are reused for a new vehicle
program, using sample values:
Savings = ($ 6 0 0 0 )cost of pressire, bend, crash tests setup, etc.. + (10 hours)for all tests reused * $40) = $6400
Savings from tooling and fixtures = In(cost of tool or fixture reusedn)
The following section discusses detailed reusability metrics.
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"REUSE" OF:
OVERALL APPEARANCE
OVERALL BEHAVIOR AND PERFORMANC
EXIS TING "KNOWLEDGE" SUBDIVIDE INTO:
MATERIALS PERFORMANCE
COST
REUSE OF: WEIGHT
MATERIALS COST
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
QUALITY DATA
MFG COST DATA
MOST COST, WEIGHT AND PERFORMANC
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DESIGN CONCEPT
REUSE OF:
ANALYSIS METHODS
TEST METHODS
TES T DATA
ASSEMBLY METHODS
ASSEMBLY COST AND QUALITY DATA
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VENDORS
PLANS AND METHODS
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Figure 4-8: Reuse Tree: Indicates all the types of reuse possible in architecture
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4.6.1 Reusability Metrics
Although general metrics on variety, complexity, and commonality have been introduced in
previous chapters, this section contains specific metrics for reuse that can be used to indicate and
track the amount of reuse in a new vehicle program, from existing design and manufacturing data
and capabilities of other vehicles.
The reusability metrics are separated into two divisions: Metrics that measure design reuse and
metrics that measure manufacturing reuse. The following two pages (Figures 4-9 (a) and (b))
contain detailed example metrics developed through research at Ford for all the types of reuse
indicated in the architecture tree (Figure 4-8), primarily measuring commonality and carryover.
For design and development reuse the primary benefits are in the form of data reuse, such as
unnecessary analysis or testing. For manufacturing the primary benefits of reuse are in the form
of common tooling, floor space, and parts. Estimated numbers for the instrument panel
architectures are included in the figures, where applicable. For different architectures, different
metrics may need to be devised, and reuse targets set for any future design, at the cost of a
budget or future program penalty.
4.6.2 Limiting Factors
What factors or characteristics of a product or a company hinders or prevents implementing
reuse in design successfully? One factor alluded to earlier was time and cost. If a product
program is under pressure to deliver on a short timeline, or the product architecture changes so
rapidly, such as in high-tech firms, little effort is put into worrying about level of reuse in the
new design. In a very complicated product, there may be many linkages physically and
functionally where decomposition into modules may not be straight-forward. If there is sufficient
variety and variation in the in the different modules, such as a range of audio systems, there may
not be a cost-effective robust bracket design to allow for modularity. The two options are: (1) to
design a generic bracket which may or may not be identical to all models and all families. Or (2)
choose a minimum number of unique brackets which support all possible interface variants and
requirements.
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IP (Estimated
Values)
6
Y, steel tubular
CCB
30%
15%
20%
B Platform New Vehicle XYZ300
Design & Development Reuse
Physical Drivers for Investment
Common Platform
Common IP Architecture
Part Commonality
Export Flexibility
Carryover from other models
MATERIALS
Variable Costs
Material Manufacturing Process
Quality Data
Manufacturing Cost Data
DESIGN CONCEPT
Analysis Methods
Carryover package dimensions
Test Methods
Test Data
Documentation/Codes
Carryover system/structure
requirements
Figure 4-9 (a): Reusability metrics of design. Can be used to quantify amount of reuse possible
in a given architecture design. Also can quantify the amount of reuse of other parts possible
because of architecture design. Metrics for a new vehicle program to measure amount of reuse
that will be incorporated. Percentages based on any information or physical items in existence
today
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# of Derivatives
(Y/N), Is IP design consistent with existing
arch. Styles? If Y, which one?
% of common parts with other architectures
% of shared RHD/LHD parts for vehicle
% carryover parts
$ (0)/U Variable Cost Target
% manufacturing process reused
% quality data reused
% data reused
Y/N (if No, explain)
Y/N end-item design is carryover
# of tests that can be eliminated
% test data that can be reused
Y/N, If new, design conforms to generic
structure guidelines?
U
95%
85%
40%
Y
Y
3
45%
Y
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IP (Sample
Manufacturing Reuse Estimated
Physical Drivers for Investment Metric Values)
COMMON FASTENING % common fasteners/joining used 45%
Weld Seam Lines
Seal Surface Location
Assembly Equipment
Assembly Processes
Assembly Methods
Assembly Costs
Assembly Quality Data
Complete IP Build Combinations
Assembly Facilities
Facilities & Tooling
COMMON LOCATORS
Manufacturing Floor
Manufacturing Plans
Assembly Tools
Assembly Check Features
Assembly Build Features
Measurement Methods
Past Measurement Data
COMMON PARTS
Common IP within platform
Existing Architecture
Modularity
Vendor
Carryover
% common weld lines
% common location
% of conveyor reused
% of holding details reused
% common picking devices across platforms/derivatives
% of process reused
% of carryover assembly
% of existing facilities reuse for 5C's & assy.
% of sequence reused
# of direct labor hours (0)/U prior model
% quality data reused
(0)/U Competition's IP Build Combos.
% Improvement over previous # of combos.
% of existing facilities reuse for vehicle assy & sub-assy.
$ (0)/U Investment Cost Target
# of new tools required
# of sq. ft. reused
% reused manu. processes
Y/N, KD subassemblies built at high volume plants
If yes, # of incremental fixtures/tool required
% Carryover/New/Modified
% Carryover/New/Modified
% of Measurement Methods reused
% of measurement data reused
% of common components using base generic architecture
Existing IP structure? Y/N, if No, explain
# different systems that can fit to existing arch.
e.g. audio
# of unique RH drive end items
# of suppliers different from existing suppliers
% carryover of base IP structure
% carryover of pars with prior model
10%
NA
80%
80%
NA
70%
50%
90%
90%
same
60%
U
20%
NA
U
2
NA
60%
NA
40% Carryover
100%
70%
30%
Y
2
3
1
70%
40%
Figure 4-9 (b): Reusability metrics of manufacturing. Can be used to quantify amount of
manufacturing reuse possible for a given architecture design. Also can quantify the amount of
production reuse of other parts possible because of architecture design.
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4.7 Conclusions
There are several key new ideas and areas that have been explained in this chapter:
e Reusability can be viewed in an axiomatic design perspective with functional requirements
(what) and design parameters (how)
* The idea of a generic architecture was introduced, which calls for a common reusable design
theme
e The concept of design for reusability was introduced addressing modularity, with a special
emphasis of designing generic architectures. This included what process and documentation
has to be place to achieve generic architecture.
" Architecture design was broken down into a tree chart, highlighting potential reuse
opportunities
" Detailed metrics associated with architecture reuse following the tree chart was developed
One area of future study is how to quantify savings from design knowledge reuse.
The next chapter details how these physical drivers of investment, variety, complexity, and reuse
interact with each other as well as their hierarchy when planning product architectures. It finally
presents a planning and decision-structuring methodology for product architectures, including
specific examples of the instrument panel architecture.
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Chapter 5. Architecture Planning Methodology
5.1 Introduction
The following chapter contains the process and methodology necessary to effectively and
successfully plan and manage product architectures, culminating the ideas and conclusions from
the previous chapters. The final chapter addresses what knowledge tools and organizational
policies are necessary to effectively implement this methodology.
5.2 Design Hierarchy
In keeping with the systems engineering top-down approach to design, the following hierarchy of
design is proposed when planning and designing a product family (see Figure 5-0 below):
D
Hi
Complexity Reduction
Product Platform Reduction
Generic/Modular Architectures
esign System Variety
erarchy Reduction
Component
Variety
------ 
Ir terfaces
Figure 5-0: Complexity Reduction Design Hierarchy: First establish common platform, then
formalize architectures, systems, finally subsystems and components.
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Since the interfaces between the different product levels (as defined in earlier chapters) are very
complex, it is much easier to flow down the requirements for interface standardization from a
higher system to a more localized design space. For example, the instrument panel architecture
has several interfaces to major IP systems. Since a variety of systems are to be assembled to the
architecture, standardization or achieving genericness is much easier if the architecture interfaces
are standardized first and system interfaces conform to these standards. Similarly it is important
for platform standardization to occur first, so the architectures can then conform to them the
same way for every product.
5.3 Hierarchy of Physical Drivers
In the previous chapters the main physical drivers for investment have been defined, mainly
variety, complexity, and reusability:
Variety - Number of product variants available to the customer to satisfy their spectrum of
needs and preferences.
Complexity - A measure of unique product elements (such as platforms, architectures, systems
and components) used to support product, externally driven, variety.
Reusability - A process which "consists of the ability to reuse existing, analogous, or
competitive design concepts, parts, systems, tooling and facilities, leveraged and supported by
innovation in development of freshening actions, new products, platforms." (Yahia, 1996)
Their relations to product architecture have also been illustrated. In order to setup a process to
manage architectures, it is first necessary to identify the hierarchy of these physical drivers in
terms of which driver needs to be addressed first, second, third, in parallel, etc...
Initially, I believed that it is possible to address each of the physical drivers independently. For
example, reduce complexity without addressing modularity. Instead when a company plans their
product architectures, all the physical drivers for investment are inter-linked, and overlapping in
some case. One cannot address complexity without considering what variety is necessary to
retain an optimum amount of complexity. One cannot address reusability, specifically modularity
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and "generic" design, without accounting for the costs and benefits of design for reusability
versus the benefits of merely reducing complexity. Therefore, what is important to consider in
planning product architectures is the hierarchy of the drivers, not in terms of importance, but in
terms of what order, interactions, and feedback is necessary for each. The following list indicates
the process and steps in which the physical drivers need to be addressed.
(1) Necessary external variety information as an input to any product design decisions, is the
first physical driver to consider when evaluating a current product architecture's robustness
and design. External variety needs may include directly new technologies, systems, or
indirectly new materials, standards, etc... The variants then need to be classified as
architecture dependent or architecture independent in order to understand the direct design
implications to the architecture itself.
(2) Next, the current internal architecture variety or architecture complexity has to be assessed,
based on tradeoffs of which architecture dependent variants are important, current
manufacturing processes, new technologies, and ability to be used across and within product
families. Architecture complexity refers to the number of unique architecture themes or
styles, not an individual architecture's part complexity which will be addressed in the next
step.
(3) In order to plan for future changes in variants, technologies, and design for reuse across
multiple platforms, it is necessary to design an architecture(s) that is both flexible and robust.
After determining the final number and type(s) of architecture, which are chosen or
consolidated, the focus must be shifted to reusability of those chosen architectures. Reuse in
the form of commonality, modularity, and generic design, all have to be considered
concurrently in order to make final design decisions. The cost and benefits of all three have
to be weighed and tradeoffs need to be considered. This includes the benefits of reducing
architecture part commonality across and within product families, the costs and benefits of
developing a modular and/or generic design.
5.4 Process Map
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Considering the interrelations of physical drivers indicated in the previous section, it is necessary
to map the architecture design (re-design) process. The following diagrams (Figure 5-1) outline
the basic methodology and steps in the architecture planning and design process. Later sections
will describe the tools needed to accomplish these steps and a case example using the instrument
panel architecture.
(1) As described above, the first step is to establish the architecture dependent variants, which
allows you to assess the current state of architecture complexity for a given super
architecture, system architecture, or component architecture.
(2) It is then necessary to determine what minimum number of architectures is necessary to meet
all the family variant needs. Other inputs into the assessment include future trends in new
technologies and materials. Ideally one architecture fulfills all the needs, but this condition is
rarely the case in a large span of families with a large and varied range of target customers.
(3) If the number of unique architectures is found to be greater than the optimum number, two
options must be considered concurrently: a) Reduction of the number of architectures
through a defined selection process (see later sections) and b) a complete redesign of the
architecture to a robust design. The choice will be driven by cost to manufacture and develop
a new design. The optimum number of architectures is the minimum number required to
satisfy all architecture dependent external variety. Ideally the optimum number is one, but
frequently one architecture cannot fulfill all the needs of all the products, especially in a large
range of product offerings.
(4) In either case, whether one or more final architectures is chosen or it is decided that a robust
design is required, it is necessary to design for reusability into the new design if and when
applicable. This includes a combination of reducing component complexity, incorporating
modular design and generic design based on cost-effectiveness.
(5) The final step to properly plan product architectures is to have an effective documentation
process and design knowledge base. In many companies, the current state of design
documentation is very detailed, but does not convey ramifications of design decisions and is
not user-friendly.
Figure 5-1, shown below, maps the basic decision process when planning product architecture:
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Figure 5-1: Architecture Planning Methodology - At some point, design for reusability has to be
considered, for the design of an entirely new architecture or the redesign of existing or chosen
architecture. See Appendix for full application example to the instrument panel architecture.
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5.4.1 Methods for Complexity Reduction
1) Identifying Design and Business Drivers: The following Figure 5-2 illustrates a method to
determine the key drivers to assess or design an instrument panel architecture. First, all the
external variants that affect the system design need to be identified and then classified as
architecture independent or architecture dependent. The architecture dependent variants will
serve as the design drivers for the system architecture. For example, performance is an
architecture dependent variant, which can be divided into the individual NVH components
relevant to the IP architecture (i.e. durability, weight, squeak & rattle) as well as material
selected, etc.... In every design case, two main, usually overriding, architecture dependent
business drivers or external variety will appear: cost and time, or meeting the product
development schedule. If a these business drivers are set as targets, then they become
architecture independent. Therefore a distinction has been made between design and business
drivers of architectural decisions.
IP System External Variants
Architecture Independent Architecture Dependent = Design Drivers
Identify Texture Styling Flexibility
Design Drivers Color Performance (NVH)
Durability
IP Natural Frequency
Squeak & Rattle
Weight
Feature Variety (# different features)
Serviceability
Recyclability
Key Business Drivers: Cost, Scheduling (Time)
Figure 5-2: Identifying Design Drivers: Breakdown into architecture dependent and architecture
independent external variety
2) Ranking Design Drivers: Once the architectural design drivers have been identified, a
hierarchy has to be established to facilitate future decision making processes. Which drivers
are more important to the product than others during the design process? The following
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Figure 5-3 demonstrates a simple ranking scheme to be used as a guide. Any tradeoffs that
would potentially occur will be between the top 2-3 design drivers and the business drivers of
cost and scheduling. The ranking has to be completed on a per vehicle basis. For example
some vehicle programs may have to weight certain drivers greater than others: Vehicles that
are being designed primarily for the European market would give recycling a much higher
rank due to European law and greater environmental consciousness.
10 8 7 5 4 1
Rank
Design Drivers Medium Priority Low Priority
4 -- Key Architecture Design Drivers
Figure 5-3: Rank the design drivers in order of importance. This may differ from vehicle to
vehicle. The key business drivers are automatically ranked 10 or uncompromiseable.
3) Assessing Current Architectural Complexity: Once the key drivers for architectural design
have been identified, it is necessary to assess the current number of unique architectures
across all products in the company, or determine the architecture complexity. In the case of
the instrument panel architecture at Ford, there are currently 5 different architectures themes
or styles that are being designed, used, or supported across all their vehicle families and
models. The two half-car beam architecture designs have been carried over to different
vehicles over the years and are superceded by much better materials and design by the three
relatively newer designs. There is a sixth and most futuristic architecture design still in
development, called the "super integrator" which attempts to incorporate other parts of the
system into the architecture itself. For example, have the electrical connections and wires
built into the structure frame or IP skin. The design of this new architecture is still unclear
and undergoing development, hence will not be considered in this design process example.
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Figure 5-4, below, indicates the five main Instrument Panel structures or architectures, and
how they are currently shared among the various vehicle models and platforms.
Number of Unique Architecture Schemes
Identify
rchitecture Complexit
Sample Table
to Identify
Commonality:
1) 1/2 Car Beam
2) Steel Tubular Cross Car Beam (CCB)
3) Composite Cross Car Beam
4) Structural Duct Panel w/ 1/2 Car Beam
5) Magnesium CCB
Figure 5-4: Determine current level of architectural complexity in company. In this case five plus
any future new design in development.
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Platform 1 Platform 2 Platform 3
Model 1 1 Model 1 2 Model 1 3
Model 2 1 Model 2 2 ... 4
Model 3 2 Model n 3
# unique: 2 1 2
Total unique: 4
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The following IP Commonality Chart (Figure 5-5) shows the current state of architecture
commonality across vehicle models and platforms. This includes a sample view of architecture
evolution from 5 architectures towards one generic architecture.
IP Structure by Vehicle
model Year
VC Vehicle Line Platform 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 8
Car 1
Car 2
S Car 3 e
V Car 4 C
Car5 CS
Car 6 C/D
Car 7
Car8 1 -3'
Ca 3 Structural Duct Panel 1Gnrc tr
Car 4 - Structural Duct Panel GnrcSrtr
L Car 5 ag taStructural Duct PanelGe ri tuue
C Car 6 11101
Car 7 0 Geei Stutr
Car 8 Geei Stucur
Car 9 G " I
Car 10
_ eCar 11 Cttal fut Pane
Curen stt ofacietrlcmlxtyrcross allt veilP a miles Ctaas inaesasapl
Car 2 e .Structural Duct Panel Cs anSU
Car 3 -Structural Duct Panel Cs ansu
V Car 4 Structural Duct PanelGe riStuue
C Car 5 Structural Duct PanelGe riStuue
Car 6 -Structural Duct Panel
Figure 5-5: Current state of complexity and future cycle planning. This sample chart shows the
current state of architectural complexity across all vehicle families. It also indicates a sample
cycle plan of when a new generic architecture design will implemented.
4) Architecture Ranking and Complexity Reduction: Once the complexity of architecture has
been quantified, a scoring system based on the previously identified key design and business
drivers can be used to eliminate the complexity to the optimum number, ideally one
architecture type. The sample ranking method, Figure 5-6 shown below, effectively ranks the
different architecture themes according to weighted benefits or flexibilities. This allows a
systematic method of elimination, while taking into account the key drivers. Appendix Figure
A-4, shows this ranking process for the instrument panel architectures obtained through
interviews and surveys of Ford IP engineers. As shown, the business drivers of cost and time
can be subdivided many different ways. Cost can be divided into manufacturing, design,
testing, etc... Time can be divided into design and development time. Even without obtaining
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hard cost data, it is still possible to rank the relative flexibilities of the different architectures,
such as features flexibility. For example, it is much easier to alter a steel tubular cross-car
beam to slight styling and feature changes than a magnesium architecture which requires new
dies etc...
Architecture Ranking Key Drivers/Flexibilities
7g
Weight
May have different weights for
different models
Architecture 1 Architecture 2 ...
Cost 10 1 (best) - 5 (woi st) -
Weight 9 
_ _
Manufacturing Capability 8 
_ 
_
Totals: (Weight * Rank) *
(Smaller percentage is better)
Figure 5-6: Scoring scheme to determine which architecture(s) to include or eliminate based on
key weighted benefits or flexibilities relative to each other and a Best-In-Class instrument panel
architecture or IP. Figure A-4 in the Appendix gives a sample calculation for the IP.
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5.4.2 Methods for Design for Reusability
If either architecture complexity has been reduced through a selection of existing designs, or an
entirely new design is being considered, it is necessary to consider the reusability of the design.
In the previous section, the steel cross-car beam (Design 2) was the final architecture of choice,
thereby standardizing the design and development processes as well as some of the
manufacturing processes. Now it is necessary to consider reusability of the cross-car beam
architecture across different families and vehicle models.
1) Part-Level Complexity Reduction - The steel cross car beam itself consists of several parts
and processes including brackets, small bolts, and welds. (i.e. component level architecture).
Across different vehicle models, there is much internal variety of these parts with very slight
geometric variations. This has come about over the years due to a) lack of an engineer's
knowledge of parts that are available on the market or currently being used by other vehicles,
b) lack of management efforts to encourage reuse of parts across programs. In order to
eliminate both current and future excess internal variety, it is necessary to keep a database
(knowledge-base) of which parts are used for which vehicles, that engineers can easily look
up and access. The next chapter on management needs and policy addresses these issues in
more detail. From engineering judgements it is necessary to minimize the number of unique
parts or bolt types, etc... across models in order to decrease costs of design, development,
testing, tooling for any new parts. There will be a minimum variety required to suit all needs
if tradeoffs cannot be resolved. For example, a particular vehicle may require a heavier and
better load-carrying center-mount bracket than another vehicle, but it is not possible to use
the same high-strength bracket for all vehicles due to cost constraints. Such design tradeoffs
usually arises due to packaging constraints, creating complexity, some value-added, other
non-value added. These decisions and tradeoffs are better handled through a decision-support
system than traditional black and white scoring systems. The next main section in this
chapter addresses the knowledge management tools and decision systems necessary when
considering design tradeoffs.
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2) Modularity & Generic Design - In order to achieve modularity two key designs have to be
synchronized and standardized: the two interfacing geometries (e.g. one on the IP
architecture and another on the body architecture, or one of the IP structure brackets and its
interfacing system). This may pose both technical and organizational challenges, in that a)
given wide variations in interfacing systems and components, make geometric
standardization difficult and b) this requires 'negotiations' and working together with
engineers from other system and vehicle groups, which may be an arduous process
depending on the corporate culture. In order to determine which design parameters can be
standardized or flexible to change, it is necessary to determine which design parameters are
fixed and which parameters can be variable. The fixed parameters should be standardized as
much as possible while the variable parameters represent the flexibility of the design to
accommodate variances. Ideally all variable criteria should be transitioned to fixed criteria,
although this is usually not possible. Figure 5-7, shown below, is a sample table of fixed and
variable design criteria for the cross car beam.
Steel Cross-Car Beam Fixed Variable |
Type ofTube
Method of Welding Tube
Geometry ofClosed sections
Driwr Side Gage
Pas s enger Side Gage
Driver Side OD Diameter
OD Diameter on Passenger Side
Weight
Material
Distance from CCB centerline to the
C.G. ofthe steering wheel
Straightness ofCCB
Location with respect to the A/B line
Bend Radii
Bend location WRT steering column
centerline section
Joining Method ofBrackets to CCB
Location ofBrackets on CCB
Tube Effective Diameter
Figure 5-7: Fixed vs. Variable Design Criteria: example uses IP architecture
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5.4.3 Necessary Documentation
Generic design guidelines can be created around these fixed and variable criteria as well as
standardization of parts and processes. This represents the last portion of the architecture
planning flowchart (Figure 5-1), under "Necessary Documentation." As shown in Chapter 4,
Ford's current approach to generic design guidelines is very component centric and uses a
bottom-up engineering approach, designing from parts to systems. In the following modified
diagram (See Figure 5-8 below), I have proposed a top-down systems engineering approach to
architecture design. First the systems are considered and then the applications and components.
MODIFIED GENERIC ARCHITECTURE DESIGN GUIDELINES
System Considerations
- Design Targets
-Locating Schemes
-Assembly Rules
-Manufacturing Rules
SYSTEM LEVEL
Applications
-Part Objective & Function
-Recommended Geometry
-Recommended Materials
-Design Rules & Methods
(if.. .then/tradeoffs)
-Fixed vs. Variable Criteria
-Examples
-V
Overarching
Principles
1. Part 1
2. Part 2
3. Part 3
4. Part 4
PART LEVEL
New Top-Down Process
Modified Ford's Generic Design Process
1. Standardize one architecture form, specify type, material4
4 See Chapter 5 for this step and other planning and decision-making processes
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2. Define and standardize component attachments
3. Define and standardize exterior skin attachments
4. Define and standardize manufacturing hardpoints - attachment to main body architecture
5. Design for reuse of container & dunnage
6. Define standard manufacturing procedures and technologies to use (type of welding etc..)
7. Final assembly considerations including constraints
8. Identify final assembly supports to BIW & attachment points
9. Define performance targets for structure
10. Establish design drivers - optimal for cost, weight, performance, & strength
11. Define type of attachments (bolts, fasteners, brackets etc...), how to attach, where to attach and
why. Establish locating features and tooling holes
12. Verify structural integrity of body sheet metal
13. Standardize locating method, both preferred & alternate (of hybrid or carryover sheet metal)
14. Locate structure in cab to optimize structure & overall vehicle performance
15. Define what dimensions should be maximized & minimized
Example: Distance from Center of Gravity should be minimized to reduce mass-moment of
inertia of steering wheel assembly'
16. Establish dimensional hierarchy and priorities
17. Identify which design criteria are required (fixed), variable and should be avoided
Examples: CCB must have all closed sections - round, oval or polygonal permitted
Identify what surfaces and geometry are highly dependent on packaging or styling
(fixed)
Figure 5-8: New modified top-down process to generic design and documentation, from systems
to parts level.
5.4.4 Necessary Knowledge Management and Decision Support Tools
Architectural design and design decisions must be approached from a holistic perspective. A
systems-view of design is important to understand how design decisions affect not only other
local decisions but how they affect or are affected by other systems. Most engineers do not have
this bird's eye perspective on design. At Ford system design manuals provide information on
design requirements, but rarely give clear indications or ideas on how certain design decisions
affect other systems. For example, an IP engineer may make decisions to optimize the IP
architecture geometric without accounting for packaging constraints or total vehicle optimization
in terms of natural frequencies etc...
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This disconnect in the design process comes about due to two main reasons: 1) Engineers have
no knowledge base to consult and 2) Engineers and managers have an inherent organizational
incentive to produce the best design for their system with little regard to how it affects other
groups. This behavior eventually reflects in an overall poor product design.
5.4.4.1 The Decision Influence Matrix
While tools such as the Design Structure Matrix (DSM) help structure the design process itself
(Eppinger et al., 1995), few tools have been developed to structure design decisions. These tools
are most important during design, especially architecture design, where there are many
interconnecting decisions. Once these decision chains, or chains of linked decisions are clearly
structured and mapped out, the entire design process can be carried out more efficiently. Through
this research, the following two tools have been developed and modified: 1) Decision Influence
Matrix and 2) Decision Tree Maps. The Decision Influence Matrix (DIM) appears to be a DSM
at first sight but provides different information. Instead of placing design processes along the
axes, design decisions are placed along the axes (see figure 5-9 below). The system linkages are
seen through decision levels along the axes, including the main component/system decisions,
other affected systems, and overall product or vehicle effects. For example, if an engineer wants
to design a tubular cross-car beam, the DIM (see Figure A-7 in the Appendix) indicates all the
possible design decisions the engineer will have to make and provides a visual map of how those
component decisions are influenced by other vehicle requirements, system requirements, and
component requirements (as shown by highlighted horizontal matrix elements), and vice versa:
how those design decisions influence the vehicle, relevant systems and components (shown by
highlighted vertical matrix elements. The other elements are not highlighted since they are
outside the realm of the engineer's design space. The IP architecture engineer does not care how
other systems affect the vehicle, etc... Those interactions are captured by other design groups in
their DIMs. The DIM is usually symmetric, but doesn't have to be. Sometimes a specific design
decision is influenced by another physical element, but that physical element is not influenced by
the decision.
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Figure 5-9: Example Decision Influence Matrix: provides a mapping of how individual design
decisions affect or are affected by other relevant vehicle effects, systems, and components. The
Appendix shows a sample DIM for the IP cross-car beam. The boxes with Is mark influence.
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Other linked Other linked Other linked Component
total product system components Specific
effects effects Design
Decisions
Other linked
total product Influence of IP
effects decisions
Other linked Other Inte -actions captured by DIMs
system of other system design g -oups
effects Effects on IP
decisions
Other linked
components
Component
Specific Vehicle P
Deci ficlVece System Local Designesign Influences Influences Spac /Influences
Decisions 
_______
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5.4.4.2 Decision Trees and Analysis
Decision Theory and Expected Utility Models 5
Decision theory primarily addresses the problem of choosing among a set of alternatives. The
principal parameters of this process are an alternative's probability of occurrence and the utility
of the decision-maker, or in our case, engineer. The prescribed probabilities and utilities are
subjective judgements based on the decision-maker's knowledge, experience and intuition.6 In
order to systematically analyze a decision problem, a few principles and rules govern the
probability and utility parameters.
Using decision theory a decision-maker can map out all possible decision paths and
consequences and determine which strategies and actions to adopt to be consistent with key
project or decision drivers, based on maximum expected utility of the projected outcomes.
The two main approaches are the descriptive and normative model for utility theory:
Probability
Decision Analysis uses subjective probabilities, which obey the theorem of normal probability,
to scale the uncertainties of events. Judgements of probabilities are from prior knowledge from
education, experience, theory etc... - rather than experimental results of observed relative
frequencies. A decision-maker's or designer's subjective probability of chance that an event will
occur, is a complex judgement based on information organized into a probability. Since this
section is about design decisions, the 'probability' is more accurately seen as a weight of which
option is better from a design perspective, disregarding cost. For a set of options, the
probabilities or weights must add up to 100%.
5 Tsatsoulis, C., Q. Cheng, and H-Y Wei. 1997. "Integrating Case-Based Reasoning and Decision Theory: Theory
and Experiments," IEEE Expert, July/August, 46-55.
6 H. Raiffa, Decision Analysis: Introductory Lectures on Choices Under Uncertainty, Addison-Wesley, Reading,
MA 1968
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Utility
Decision analysis uses subjective (judgmental) utility to scale preferences for possible
consequences. Two observers of the same decision might assign different probabilities or
weights to the same event and have different utilities for the same consequences, if they view the
events differently or have different background knowledge.
Calculating Expected Utility:
The rules for the assignment of utilities are:
1. u(x) > u(x) if and only if the decision-maker prefers x to x', where x and x' are two possible
consequences and u(x) and u(x') are their utilities respectively;
2. E[u(at)] > E[u(a;)] if and only if the decision-maker prefers ai to a;, where ai and aj are two
alternative actions and
E[u(ai)] = I u(xi, ) * P(s)
Is the expected utility of action ai. sk is a possible state, and Xi,k is the consequence of taking
action at when Sk is the true state.
Subjective Utility is determined by a betting semantic. The decision-maker, or engineer, assigns
a value between 0 and 1 to each consequence, based on his or her experience. Traditionally, the
most and lease preferable consequences are assigned utilities of 1 and 0 respectively.
Decision trees can be used to evaluate tradeoffs themselves. It is possible to quantify the
decisions in terms of the key drivers of cost, development time, weight and flexibility. For a
decision tree, probabilities of options occurring and expected values determine the value of an
option and help direct a final decision chain. Instead of a probability of the option occurring, it is
necessary to agree upon the 'probability' or weight that a particular option holds over others in
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terms of the key design and business drivers. Take the following simple example on decision
analysis of material selection (Figure 5-10):
1-c-da Rolled (higher yield streQgth)
10
Low-Carbori.SAE 1010 10 A~I'
'' 9.25 ,.-2
-H6t- Rolled (save if strength met through testing)
Material. 7 7
9.25 -' O.75
Cold Rolled (higher yield strength)
8
Low-Carbon Steel 1008 8 8
7.5 0.25
Hot- Rolled (save if strength met through testing)
6
6 6
Figure 5-10: Decision tree7 mapping of design decisions and options. As a maps it helps sort out
and clearly see the different options available to the designer, especially when tradeoffs occur.
Therefore, after using the DIM to see relationships, proper decision trees can be constructed and
weighted according to the influences on and by other design factors. Circled decision path is the
relatively the best series of decisions. A more elaborate example for the IP can be seen in
Appendix Figure A-8.
In Figure 5-12 above, the first decision is on which type of steel to choose. Once that is chosen
there are 2 options on the type of steel, for either decision, hot-rolled or cold-rolled. The
'probabilities' assigned are essentially subjective weights of the different options. For example,
cold-rolled (75%) is preferred over hot-rolled (25%) due to higher yield strength. Cost should not
be accounted in the percent weightings or probabilities, since this is accounted for in the next
step. Therefore, the 'probabilities' are purely based on subjective design, engineering, reuse, and
7 TreePlan Microsoft Excel Add-In allows you to build decision trees. Taken from shareware of J. Smith at Duke, ,
modified by M. Gillenwater
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performance reasons. The values for the four final branches of the decision tree, or decision
paths, was determined through a subjective evaluation of the final four paths on a scale from 1-
10. For example, ideally Low-Carbon SAE 1010 that is cold-rolled is the best option for design
and cost purposes, and was assigned a value of 10. Similarly, the values of 7, 8, and 6 were
assigned for the remaining three paths, respectively. The main drawback using this method is
that subjectivity can lead to detailed disagreements over numbers. There are a number of ways to
take the subjectivity out of the final path values. One way to do a financial or NPV analysis of
the various paths. This combined with the probabilities, will result in an expected value and
highlight the path that best satisfies both engineering and cost. This type of analysis would be
very useful when making decisions on which parts to use, when balancing cost, quality etc...
The entire decision tree and analysis is very useful is laying out and sorting all the major options,
decisions, and tradeoffs that need to be made. It also facilitates the decision-making process
through the expected values. The material decision can be seen on the cross-car beam Decision
Influence Matrix, but what cannot be seen are what are all the possible options for that decision,
in other words the design solution space. The decision tree allows the designer to see all the
possible options to select from during design. Whatever final decisions are made, the designer
should use those final options for all the design to maintain standardization and commonality.
5.5 Conclusions
This chapter as introduced a process to design product architectures, including new tools and
methods to accomplish each of the steps. In sorting through the various design decisions, it was
readily apparent that no one solution exists. Instead specific quantitative tools, and general
knowledge management tools should be used to organize and support making these design
decisions. Even with all the tools to accomplish the tasks, there are many ways management and
the organization can improve to support a design environment of reusability, joint-team decision
making, and compromise. The next and final chapter addresses the internal management policy
needs to improve the overall planning and design of product architectures. The Appendix shows
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a complete analysis and illustration on the architecture planning methodology, outlined in Figure
5-1, using the instrument panel architecture.
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Chapter 6. Corporate Policy Analysis
6.1 Introduction
At Ford or any other manufacturing company, design and engineering is just a small subset of
the organization. During the product development and decision-making process, there are inputs
from many organizational groups across many functional areas with widely differing agendas.
Therefore, when planning product architectures or any other development effort it is very
important to consider all potential influences, both external and internal, on the strategic product
development, and decision-making processes. A corporate policy analysis of the product
development process is essential in understanding areas of management inefficiency,
organizational interactions, and the complexities inherent in technological decisions.
This chapter constructs a corporate policy analysis of product development at Ford based on the
policy template developed by Dr. Richard Tabors of the MIT Technology and Policy Program
(Tabors, 1996). This general policy outline is presented on the following page and is applied to
the product development process at Ford, including an assessment of current policy.
6.2 The Corporate Policy Analysis Process
The policy-making process consists of five major stages (Mitnick, 1980), access, decision,
implementation, administration and effects. Although there is no definitive characterization of
the process, the template developed by Tabors in 1996 (shown in figure 1 on the next page),
serves as a useful guide for practioners and addresses the stages of policy analysis, formulation,
and implementation. Unlike a linear listing, the template indicates the interactions between the
different stages and emphasizes the analytical formulation of policy issues.
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The Policy-Making Process
Historical Analytic Decision
Why, How Methods Makers
Current Rationale Influence
Conditions for Actions Brokers
_ Definition of Definition of Definition of 0
Needed Change Means Constituency
Definition of m en ono
Strategy e nt
Evaluation of
Tactical PlanImeint
Negotiations
Regulation Legislation
Enforcement
Figure 6-1: Policy Making Process Outline - Richard Tabors, 1996
As shown in Figure 1, the policy-making process can be divided into three main steps:
Analysis - Understand the problem and all the dimensions of the situation, including the players,
and policy instruments to be used.
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Formulation - Identify the changes needed, how to accomplish those changes, and how to
address any potential roadblocks.
Implementation - Develop a strategy and plan to implement the policy recommendations that
were formulated.
The process, as shown in the previous page, is iterative since unexpected issues or impediments
surface and need to be addressed when forming policy and previous plans need to be revisited.
6.3 Analysis
6.3.1 Problem Definition
6.3.2 Issue Identification
There are many main areas of needed policy improvement for the product development process
at Ford and most companies. There are two main issues in specifically planning and managing
product architecture:
e When developing new products at Ford or most manufacturing companies, there has been
little consideration of reuse from past or current products, whether it's architectures, parts,
systems, or manufacturing capabilities. There usually is no person or committee overseeing,
fostering, and managing the reusability of design and manufacturing. This results in the
internal variety, complexity, and excessive costs that are found in most companies today.
Rather than trying to work backwards and reduce complexity once it begins to be a problem,
it is necessary for companies like Ford to take preventive measures to discourage 're-
inventing the wheel' syndrome and encourage reuse and design commonality.
" There is a genuine need to customize or refine a design to meet varying customer
specifications. Standardization, commonality and modularity focussed on customer
imperceptible product architecture provides the flexibility to customize design through
common interfaces. The actual "custom" design should be restricted to customer perceivable
parts and systems. Commonality and modularity also provide reuse and reduced complexity
of architecture design, by lowering development costs, through faster cycle times, and
manufacturing costs, through common tooling facilities etc...
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During the actual design and decision-making process of product development, there are
many organizations, managers, and groups that have vested interests in specific outcomes,
sometimes overriding what is best for the product or company. With so many internal and
external groups are merely trying to optimize and promote their interest into the development
process, there are is a complex and often confusing array of factors that need to be accounted
for in most design decisions. This leads to many inefficiencies and wasted cost and time
during the development process. Most companies do not have established hierarchy of
interactions, inputs, or decision-making teams. This would help sort the complex array of
interactions between groups that occurs at many levels of the organizations.
6.3.3 Historical Context
Since its very beginnings, Ford has comprised dozens of far-flung divisions and units,
each with its own "fiefdom" mind-set. The fiefdoms didn't share information, let alone great
ideas. Each vehicle manager developed his/her vehicle with little consideration to what had
already been done. As a result, internal complexity of parts, systems, platforms, and
manufacturing capabilities grew rapidly over time. Such behavior stifled reuse and drove up
costs.
Today's global environment demands a new and different way of doing business, and to
that end, Ford unfolded its global Ford 2000 plan in 1995, a fundamental reprocessing of its
business designed to sharply improve quality and customer satisfaction while bringing total costs
down. One of the key elements of the program is to increase sharing or reuse of vehicle
platforms, systems, and components and reduce complexity. This initiative allows global
sourcing strategies to be adopted and achieve major efficiencies while lowering the investment
of new programs by using common engineering and manufacturing practices. Many other major
auto-manufacturers and their suppliers are pursuing similar goals and initiatives.
On the more detailed level of development, the separate 'fiefdoms,' groups and organizations
within Ford result in an array of inputs into decisions concerning reusability and design including
suppliers, engineering, and manufacturing. For example in order to make a decision to
standardize the design of the center-stack braces of the IP structure, the following groups would
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have to resolve their often conflicting agendas: packaging, any interfacing systems (e.g. HVAC),
suppliers, vehicle program groups.
6.3.4 Current Conditions
Most manufacturers, not just auto-makers, face growing problems and costs with complexity and
lack of reuse. Ford is ahead of most of these companies in that Ford 2000 seeks to reduce
complexity along three broad categories:
* Vehicle Architecture: reduces overlap and redundancy by allowing a greater number of
vehicles to share the same platform and architectures. This reduces the amount of master tooling
and stamping dies.
* Vehicle Design: addresses assembly of parts to execute a specific design. As a result of Ford
2000, a new department was created specifically to pursue powertrain and vehicle parts sharing
opportunities.
* Build Variations: deals with the different ways a product can be built. Fewer build
combinations and unique body configurations drive build simplification efforts.
Most of these efforts have just begun and there is very little in way of a structured and defined
process to identify areas of reuse and complexity reduction.
In order to facilitate design for reuse and the overall development process, there are many
individual and specific solutions being developed in the form of best practices, computer
programs, parametric design, etc... These different initiatives and groups may be functionally
related, but are not linked together in any holistic manner to the development process.
6.4 Policy Instruments
In the next step of a policy analysis, it is important to identify for which organization or group
the policy is being developed, or the point of view. The methods and instruments used in the
subsequent analysis will also be determined.
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6.4.1 Analyst's Frame
It is possible to use the many different points or view or 'frames' external and internal to a
business in order to construct policy on reusability. This can include suppliers, manufacturing,
engineering, specific vehicle programs etc... The most business efficient method for a company
is to develop policy from an overall corporate and management perspective, as is done in this
analysis.
Every company has their own corporate culture which fosters their own different biases and
viewpoints, and reflects through the policies they construct. For example, the auto industry is
famous for their unique cultures, each different within the same industry. Volkswagon has a
reputation of being a leader in product development, emphasizing modularity in design and
manufacturing as well as reusability. In a similar vein, Toyota is known for their shared
platforms with multiple derivatives. Ford and GM on the other hand had cultures that did not
promote sharing and reuse, resulting in their scramble to reduce internal variety and costs in
recent years.
6.4.2 Analytic Methods
In earlier chapters several steps and a methodology has been presented to evaluate the cost of
variety, reduce complexity, and design for reuse. In order to accomplish design for reusability of
product architectures or components, decision-support tools were developed in the previous
chapter that help manage the decision-making process. Through the Decision Influence Matrix
and options mapping tools, designers can see how their decisions influence other groups and vice
a versa. A financial analysis may be done through a complete decision analysis, but this is
generally infeasible during design considering the magnitude of the number of options and
disagreements over probabilities and values.
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6.5 Cast of Characters
6.5.1 Stakeholder, Decision Makers, and Influence Brokers
For any policy analysis it is necessary to identify the key peoples, organizations, and groups
involved or affected by the policy. The following table lists the key stakeholders and decision-
makers of the product design and development process including their positions, relative
influence on reuse and the timeline they hold influence on the design process (based on the Ford
product development timeline).
Timeline
Figure 6-2: Ford Product Development Timeline (image courtesy of Samir Patil, MIT)
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Influence
Influence on Timeline
Internal Reusability & Product (seefigure
Stakeholders Position/Objectives Development above)
Corporate + Maximize profits & Direct, determines SI, AA, LS
Management satisfy shareholder business strategy, should
CHAPTER 6
+ Decrease total costs, set direction towards
increase quality & reuse and overall
customer satisfaction management policy
Vehicle Line + Meet all vehicle targets Direct, agreement and SI - FS
Managers and specifications signoff required to
+ Cannot exceed cost approve any major
allowances design decisions
+ Must meet time and including common
deployment schedules architectures etc...
Engineering/ + Develop new Direct, completes the PH - CC
R&D technologies and actual design and
designs to stay ahead of development including
competitors and everyday decision-
facilitate design making and meeting
process (IT) targets. Drives
+ Meet all regulations technology of company
and technical
requirements
+ Different system
groups promote their
own agendas
+ Move up within
organization
Manufacturing * Minimize new tooling, Direct, almost any PH, -CC
equipment, and facility engineering decision
investments globally affects manufacturing.
* Have engineering
design to
manufacturing best
practices
Marketing + Identify and translate Indirect, customer SI, SC, PA,
all customer preferences translated to AA
requirements to overall engineering targets and
vehicle specifications specs. Will try to
maximize customer
options.
Finance + Invest in positive NPV Indirect, estimates the SI-CC
projects with minimum value and return of any
risk design choices
+ Strongly opposed to
cost overruns etc...
Product + Determines overall Direct, must help drive SI-SC
Strategy Office direction of company reuse and modularity
products including new along with corporate
technologies, branding, management. Sets
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new needs etc... direction of
development
Sourcing + Procures parts and Direct, commonality & PA- PR
systems globally for all reuse can create a global
manufacturing facilities sourcing strategy,
reducing inefficiencies
and costs.
Influence on
External Reusability & Product Influence
Stakeholders Position/Objectives Development Timeline
Suppliers + To sell parts and Direct, many component PA - CC
systems at maximum and system designs are
prices to OEMs outsourced from
+ Minimize costs for suppliers. Good working
themselves relationships need to be
+ Be a leader in offering developed to push for
new technologies and lower costs and ingrain
designs, at a price reuse into suppliers. May
encounter some
resistance.
Competitors + Maximize their profits Direct, and new SI - AA
+ Capture market share technologies or product
through new development and design
technologies and advances will affect the
designs way we do development.
+ Minimize costs of
development and
manufacturing
Customers + Maximize preferences at Little or none - as long <SI
minimum cost, and high as customer doesn't
reliability perceive 'reuse' and
needs are met.
Government + Establish standards and Direct - safety and many PA - CC
regulations to serve other regulations affect
public interests design and in some cases
extent of reuse for
different vehicle
platforms
Stockholders + Maximize return on Indirect, influences N/A
investment financial position of
company and any new
vehicle undertakings.
Figure 6-3: Stakeholders: external and internal
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Parts
Figure 6-4: Stakeholder Interactions
6.6 Formulation
The following formulation and implementation is specific to the case study at Ford Motor
Company but is applicable to most manufacturing firms.
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6.6.1 Definition for Needed Change
Although many companies are attempting many new initiatives in product development to
reduce costs, an inherent process and policy needs to be in place to accomplish and foster the
following during product development:
1) Reusability of platforms, architectures, systems, and components within and across product
families. This controls the amount of internal variety or complexity to an optimum amount.
2) Create design flexibility to meet uncertain future changes and requirements.
3) Cross-systems decision-making and development teams. Rather than making design
decisions in isolation of a particular system, cross-functional design teams should form with
all affected parties present. Reuse must be considered across programs within a family, and
although difficult, across families.
4) A persistent knowledge database to easily store and access design data, decisions, part
variety information etc... For example, one of root causes of redesigning completely new
parts is a lack of knowledge of what has already been done. Although Ford has a large parts
database (MFALS), it is very hard to manipulate and find the data one is looking for and does
not provide all the needed information. For example, forming a search query on "steering
wheels" would yield too much information, some useful, others not so useful.
6.6.2 Means of Change and Strategy
In order to accomplish the four main needs for change in the previous section, the following
policy measures and options are suggested for implementation, respectively:
1) Designate a key person in top management (higher than vehicle line manager) to be a
'platform director.' The person's key role is to encourage and ensure significant reuse within
and across platforms for any new vehicle development. This way, vehicle line managers need
to report to the platform director and are forced to or given incentives to share with other
vehicles. Incentives could include executive bonus compensations, awards, higher budget
allowances on their next vehicle/product, etc... Another possible checkpoint during design is
a 'generic' design engineer, who checks off on any design ensuring that all steps necessary
were taken to reuse the design, including components, architectures, etc... Therefore any
designs have to pass through him/her before final approvals.
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2) In a similar vein, the platform director provide similar incentives for incorporating flexible
design, such as identifying opportunities or designing modularity into the vehicle systems.
3) Cross-functional teams should meet during the design stage of the product development
cycle. The following diagram shows the interaction of a sample cross-functional team.
Corporate
Management
'B' Platform ,, 'C' Platform
Director Director
Vehicle Line Vehicle Line
Manager 1 Manager 2
Reuse Check Reuse Check
Engineer Engineer
Marketing Marketing
Engineering Engineering
Manufacturing Manufacturing
Sourcing Sourcing
Finance 
Fic
Co-located, cross-functional teams, with check engineers and management
structure that assures reuse
Figure 6-5: Structure of teams and management to incorporate reuse into the design process
4) The previous chapters discussed knowledge management, documentation, and decision
making tools to use when sorting out tradeoffs during design and planning of product
architectures. Other policies that can be put in place include requiring engineers to catalog
'online' all parts to quickly find opportunities for reuse. It is also necessary to identify the
interactions and linkages between the various independent initiatives at Ford that support product
architecture design and link them to the product development process.
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6.6.3 Impediments
In order to definitively propose any policy recommendations, it is necessary to identify any
possible impediments to the policy. Using the original list of stakeholders, people influencing or
influenced by any policy in the product development process, the figure below indicates any
potential problems or impediments they may create. It also indicates what actions and
countermeasures must be taken to sidestep the impediments. This list assumes that the corporate
management themselves do not create problems or become lax in terms of implementation and
enforcement.
Stakeholders Potential Impediments Countermeasures
Vehicle Line + Push for specific or new Put incentives in place to
Managers systems and technologies force reuse: executive
that do not reuse compensation, larger
+ Do not attempt to incorporate budgets, penalties for
modularity/flexibility going under a minimum
+ Unwilling to invest now to amount of reuse (based on
benefit a later program metrics), etc...
Create budget for reuse,
allocated based on a
quantifiable benefit versus
investment cost.
Engineering/ + Technical limitations to Work to incorporate the
R&D amount of reuse or majority of the customer
modularity considering preferences into design,
amount of customer variety not all.
+ Some supporting Gradually incorporate
technologies still in support technologies such
prototype and development as parametric design due
stages to learning curve and time
+ Design tradeoffs, i.e. to fully develop.
packaging Cross-functional design
meetings
Manufacturing + New robust/flexible designs Cost/benefit analysis will
may not be compatible with indicate long-term
existing tooling & facilities benefits of reuse versus
initial investments and
development time
Marketing + Resistant to reuse initiatives Target reuse mainly
since it may sacrifice towards customer
customer variety and number 'invisible' product
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of options in some cases. architecture rather than
visible parts/systems, and
optimize offering of
options.
Finance + Sometimes designing for Calculate long-term
reuse may cost extra initially, benefits including design
which finance opposes. & development savings
+ Cannot determine
benefits/savings
Product + If trying to push new New technologies will
Strategy Office technologies, reuse may not come which will not reuse
be possible except in 'steady an old design. Maximize
state' conditions. modularity of any new
technology into existing
product infrastructure
Sourcing + Supplier relations may go Encourage and teach reuse
bad due to decreased variety and therefore cost savings
to suppliers, and explain
long-term benefits for
both, including time to
create revolutionary
design rather than
incremental design.
Suppliers + Cannot keep up with design (same as above)
innovation and supporting IT
technologies to create
modules for assembly or
other 'flexible' design needs
* Relations may become bad
due to a potential decrease in
sales.
Government * New regulations may require Keep constant watch on
new technologies and pending regulations to
prevent comprehensive plan in advance any new
reuse. technologies
Figure 6-6: Potential Stakeholder impediments and actions.
6.7 Implementation
6.7.1 Tactical Plan and Enforcement
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Implementation of a chosen policy takes hard and long work. Not only does one have to
convince and work with the other stakeholders to bring it to fruition but foresee and prepare for
any impediments that may arise unexpectedly. As mentioned previously, Figure 5 shown above,
indicates these potential issues from the various stakeholders and the appropriate counter-
measures.
The ultimate implementation and enforcement of any policy at Ford or any other company is
dependent on the enthusiasm and initiative of the management to accept change. As seen by the
complex interrelationships between the various stakeholders, implementing a uniform policy on
reuse, and satisfying everyone is a monumental task and requires strong and dedicated
leadership.
6.8 Conclusions
This chapter analyzed what internal corporate policies need to be implemented at Ford in order
to improve their product development process. This directly is related to effectively planning
product architectures as well, including having some form of reuse manager, persistent
databases, and linking the various Ford initiatives and processes.
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Chapter 7. Conclusions
7.1 Conclusions
In today's global competition and increased demand product variety in a buyer's market, many
companies today need to cut costs and yet maintain design flexibility which allows for cheap and
easy mass customization. The key to achieving these goals simultaneously is through the
efficient management, planning, and standardization of product family architectures, or
interfaces. This requires designing architecture for modularity, genericness thereby increasing
reuse, lowering costs, and the flexibility to offer customer perceivable variety.
This thesis developed classifications, metrics and limiting factors for the main physical drivers
for investment: variety, complexity, and reusability, drawing examples from the instrument panel
(IP) architecture at Ford Motor Company. A design hierarchy and methodology was proposed
and tested using the IP architecture. Considering the vast and complex number of decisions that
need to be traded off during design, knowledge management tools, such as the Decision
Influence Matrix and decision tree analysis were presented. Finally, a corporate policy analysis
was completed to understand the decision interactions within an organization and the
management structure and policy required to make reuse a business theme. The methodology
was tested on the instrument panel architecture at Ford, as seen in the Appendix.
7.2 Future Work
There are several future areas of work on product architecture needed:
" How is design knowledge used and how do we quantify the savings it provides in terms of
reuse?
" More internal policy analysis, especially a more detailed analysis of the role of suppliers
during architecture design or modular design.
* A cost model that quantifies the detailed savings from modularity and generic architecture.
Chapter 4 contains a simplified cost/savings model for reuse, but a more in-depth analysis is
required.
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ARCHITECTURE METHODOLOGY APPLIED TO THE INSTRUMENT
PANEL ARCHITECTURE
This Appendix follows each step of the Architecture Planning Methodology as presented in
Chapter 5 (Figure 5-1), for the instrument panel architectures at Ford Motor Company.
Step 1) Identify External Variants & Key Business Drivers (Figure A-I below)
Design & Business Drivers
Design &Performance
Durability
Less Squeak & Rattle
Quality -TGW
IP Natural Freq.
Free Body Diagram
Styling Flex.
Best Weight Efficiency
Cost
Less Variable Cost
Best Cost Efficiency
Zero Cost Launch
Testing Cost
Less Development Cost
Initial Investment
Less Development Time
Manufacturing
Best Export Flex.
Maufacturing Flex.
Assm. Flex.
Warranty Savings
Features Flex.
Changeover Flexibi
Attachment/Locatic
Fit & Finish
Modularity Flex.
Figure A-1: Key design drivers for the Instrument Panel architecture (categorized by design,
performance, cost, and manufacturing)
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Step 2) Rank Key Drivers (see figure A-2 below)
Ranking s/Weight of Key Drivers
Durability 10
Less Squeak & Rattle 8
Less Variable Cost 10
Changeover NA
Styling Flex. 8
Best Weight Efficiency 9
Best Cost Efficiency 10
Zero Cost Launch NA
IP Natural Freq. 9
Quality -TGW 8
Less Development Time 8
Less Development Cost 8
Best Export Flex. 8
Maufacturing Flex. 8
Assm. Flex. NA
Warranty Savings 8
Features Flex. 7
Free Body Diagram 8
Attachment/Location Scheme 7
Testing Cost NA
Fit & Finish 7
Modularity Flex. 7
Initial Investment 6
Figure A-2: Rankings of key design drivers (10-most important; 1-least important)
Step 3) IP Architecture exists.
Judge Architecture:
Current complexity of 5 different architectures styles/themes:
1) 1/2 Car Beam
2) Steel Tubular Cross Car Beam (CCB)
3) Composite Cross Car Beam
4) Structural Duct Panel w/ 1/2 Car Beam
5) Magnesium CCB
Figure A-3 below shows sample complexity of architectures used across several platforms and a
sample cycle plan to transition all towards either a "generic" architecture or a cast magnesium.
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Figure A-3: Sample chart of current IP architecture complexity, including sample cycle plan to
IP Structure by Vehicle
Model Year
VIC Vehicle Line Platform 1| 2 1 _3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8
Car 1
Car 2
S Car 3 C Struc tural- D uctu-ne
V Car 4 Stuc-t- -u-ralDuct Stel- 
Car 5 - Structural Duct Panel - S
Car 6 e Structural Duct Panel
LCar 5 arcat magnel an Scre
Car 7 tu Ran - JgAherC px
Car 8 ot n page or Figur - cfh rs Soe
Car 9 DE -RD UCW a
10 *E -R D -eei S[t
v ar c Structural Duct Panel t s ne iumsrucure
C Car 5 3 - StutrIDc ae
Franstion raingseric" arcitoctujr traefs mageween thaed on1 highersistn soigblow)h
Thrierare the Est bar t aretna 5/2 and te Cat 3,gneims)
IPCiere shul threoetereucdurom 5ucto th otiannmbr,2
TeeFogre Aothe xces Archietura Vagriet Inde =o 5/2=in 2.5 (ieIrhtcurssoecnseeCatr3,Mtis
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Typical I/P
w/ Half-Car Tubular
Structural
Composite Duct Panel
beam Cross-Car Cross-Car wlHalf Car
EN114, Beam Beam
FNI16 95 Dn101 UPNIO5
Design 1 Design 2 Design 3
Beam
IFN74 01 Explorer
Design 4 Magnesium BIC
ife test 1Oyr/I50k
dB
lbs
LP Natural Freq. Hz
Quality -TGW
Less Development Time ran-hours
Less Development Cost $
Best Export Flex.
Maufacturing Flex.
Warranty Savings $
Features Flex. # ditf features
Free Body Diagram
Atichme9nt/ Location Scl s ame/df
[Fit & Finish $
Modularity Flex.
10
8
4
4
8
9
10
8
8
8
8
8
7
3
3 21
4
3
4,
4
4 -
4
4
2 1
N/A I
2 2 5
5 1 3 52
3 1 2 1
Can
11 3 5
5 4 5 3
4 2 4 N/A
2
5
5
Ij-
21
31
4'
34
21
3
5
4
5
6
10Tas 154
%Change from BIC
Note: All Nehicle safty requirements are met (Mag. Unknown)
444
234%
2
178
34%]
425 4471
220% 36%
5
launch quicl
M-
316
38i%
Figure A-4: Scoring chart for all five architecture themes. Judges the themes relative to a
competitor's Best-In-Class and relatively among each other. As can be seen the steel structure
(design 2) and the magnesium structure (design 5) are the top two architecture candidates to
remain. (lines that are shaded are not applicable)
Step 5) Now that the architecture complexity was found to be too complex, and we found at most
two architectures are needed, complexity reduction has occurred. Since there is no current
optimal design solution that incorporates both low cost and weight, complexity reduction was
chosen rather than redesign for an entirely new architecture. The two chosen architecture types
and designs fit most vehicle needs well, especially the low cost steel tubular beam. We must now
turn our attention towards design for reuse for the two architectures. For illustration purposes, we
will focus on the steel tubular cross car beam structure, which would be used by most vehicles.
(a) First, we will consider part commonality, let us say the current part complexity is as shown in
Figure A-5:
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Flexiblitles
Weight
(1-10)Metric
APPENDIX
DIEnmuUns
Durability
Less Squeak & Rattle
Loe Variable Cost
Styling Flex.ffcec
Best Weight Efficiency
Best Cost Efficiency
1
133
i
2 5:31
NEW
1
1
2
I1
I
Figure A-5: Current part complexity of the steel tubular cross-car beam
In order to make this architecture a "generic" structure whose design can be used across multiple
platforms and the exact same structure can be used within a product family of the same platform,
it is necessary to commonize the parts and interfacing bracketry, and minimize the number of
unique parts. Standardization of the interfacing parts will facilitate a modular design, which will
then require all interfacing systems, subsystems, and components to have standardized interfaces
which fit to the standard IP architecture, in order to be effective. This can be achieved through a
selection process or redesign of specific parts to be robust enough to meet interfacing design
variations.
(b) Identify fixed and variable design parameters: this will help identify what design parameters
cannot change in value, and which ones are variable, or flexible enough to change from vehicle
to vehicle if necessary. It is important to standardize the fixed parameters, while the variable
parameters allow some leeway. Figure A-6 shown below, illustrates some examples.
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Part Variety across
Models
Parts (# of Unique Parts)
Cowl Top Bracket 3
Driver Cowl Side Bracket (upper) 4
Driver Cowl Side Bracket (lower) 3
Center Stack Braces (2) 2
Steering Colum Bracket (2) 1
Driver's Crash Bracket (2) 3
Passenger Airbag Support (2) 4
Passenger Crash Bracket (2) 4
Glove Box Frame 4
Passenger Cowlside Bracket Upper 3
Passenger Cowlside Bracket Lower 2
Passenger Beam 2
Driver Beam 3
APPENDIX
Ste el Cro ss-Ca r Be a m Fixed Vaiable I
Type of Tube
Method of Welding Tube
Geometry of Closed sections
Driwr Side Gage
Passenger Side Gage
Driwvr Side OD Diameter
OD Diameter on Pas s enger Side
Weight
Material
Distance from CCB centerline to the
C.G. ofthe steering wheel
Straightness of CCB
Location with res-pect to the A/B line
Bejnd Radii
Bend location WRT steering column
centerline section
Joining Method ofBrackets to CCB
Location ofBrackets on CCB
Tube Effective Diameter
Figure A-6: Fixed vs. Variable criteria of the steel tubular cross-car beam.
Step 6) Necessary Documentation
Design Guidelines
This section illustrates the "generic" design documentation process outlined in Figure 5-9.
This offers standardization of the steel beam design, following a set of example guidelines which
flows from systems-level requirements to component level requirements. For example:
System-Level (sample values used):
IP System Design and Response Targets:
e.g. Modal Target: >30 Hz
Strength and Stiffness Requirements:
e.g. Airbag brackets must be able to withstand +/-30001b-force along the deployment angle
Interface Structure Requirements:
e.g. Point Mobility Targets for BIW (at mounting locations): Cowlside < 3 (mm/s)/N
Manufacturing Considerations
e.g. To maximize strength, brackets, and reduce cost and weight, brackets should be designed
with flanges and bends.
Do not use tubes with gages less than 1.0mm (potential for weld bum)
Select standard tube sizes.
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Final Assembly Considerations
Tooling: e.g. common location and holding details should be provided on the ends of the IP so
that common or generic trunion end plate tooling can be developed
Sub-Assembly: e.g. A generic assembly sequence, first climate control, then radio, then steering
column etc...
Installation: e.g. Minimize number of components added to IP after installation (finish panels,
audio, etc...)
Locating Considerations
e.g. Locate brackets in flat area of beam for dimensional control and improved welding
Applications
Part Objectives and Functions:
e.g. Cross Member Beam - Provide structural support for steering column and IP assembly
including knee bolsters, airbags, and glovebox.
Recommended Geometry:
e.g. Tubular or fabricated closed sections
Recommended Material:
e.g. Low Carbon Cold Rolled Steel
Overarching Part Principles
Minimize number of bends
Distance from CCB centerline to Center of Gravity of steering wheel should be < 500mm
Use MIG welding for beam
Use standard M8 bolts
The next page (Figure A-7) shows a sample Decision Influence Matrix for the instrument panel
architecture (cross car beam). The effects of any detailed design decisions can be seen
throughout the rest of the vehicle. Similarly, the influence of any other systems or components of
the vehicle on the detailed design decisions can be seen. The following page (Figure A-8) shows
a sample decision tree analysis for the cross car beam design. Only the major design decisions
are illustrated. The values are based on subjective experiential knowledge of which options are
better given a set of previous decisions. These subjective numbers must account for reusability
when making the decision. For example using a particular bolt may be what's best for a specific
vehicle program, but is not standard or cannot be used for any other product. The paths with the
highest expected value for each major decision or option are the paths that should be chosen.
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This process leads to a generic design for all or most vehicles in that it forces standard options
and decisions to be made.
The final "generic" steel cross car beam may have identical parts only within a family of
products, but it will have every similar and standard design across platforms, thereby achieving
Savings from design and some manufacturing reuse.
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Figure A-8: Decision Tree & Analysis Ililustration for the cross car beam. Only major decisions were included.
The best path is indicated by following the highest expected value path.
Decision trees can be used for micro-decisions as well as macro-decisions, the method is the same.12
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